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1cloistered one, unexercised and ~nbreathed, 
t aii,d·sees her adversary, but slinks out of 1~ fact, in our age unlike Milton's, no place 

·all' t be found by the marketers. 
:I 

that never sallies 
the race. There is, 
to slink to that 

The schools :ought to have as much freedom, if not ~, than Since the days when our high school graduating class voted he market place. This is a point that seems ·to us_often to_get_ James T. Farrell's Studs Lonigan its favorite book, thereby sayin scured. Legislation directed against the commercial exploita~ion something about its affection for the books·their English teachers·f young, immature people by purveyors o~ pon:iography ha~ a motive had assigned for classroom reading, our own quest for literary ·hich we support. If such legislation will, in fact, drive the adventures has taken us to Fanny Hill (briefly), Tropic of~- ,xploiters out of business we can ?nly cheer. But the eff 7cts of ricorn (tiresome), Lolita (interesting, but not to our taste), egislation so well 'intended have in the past often been different Candy (tasteless), and so on. We won't say we have known them ·rom the ideal that has animated it. Purveyors go underground, ~all those books that entrepreneurs have pushed into gaudy d the shadow of the legislation begins to affect school boards, paperback commercial successes and long-run Hollywood films, :dministrators, and teachers of literature• that the public open,ly condemns and quietly buys. But we've seen 
a representative sample. We are certainly not advocating the use or teaching of por

ography in the classrooms. What we are ur?ing ~s that we gu~rd In our view, the "corruptive" force of any single book is far gainst the side-effects of pornography legislation that may inoutweighed by the constant pandering to sex-obsessiveness for a 'imidate us subtly. Such legislation makes us uneasy, we become national audience on the part of mass media, of which that piously{luctant to assign books that we believe in bu~ that those ~ho educational fri 7nd of t~e family Life magazine is a prime example. ave not read or understood ma_ y distrust:_ We sidestep t~e risks Fresh from looking at Life's blown-up photographs of Danielle • d fall back on the safe. And by so doing we run the risk . Devereux as she exhales "Passion is the on.ly way out," and Anne iasier for us to take (since we can't, after all, be held J?ersonHeywood playing the role of a nun being raped in "The Lady," which 111y responsible) of driving students to the ~arket place in she describes as one of "the kinds of pictures people want to see," earch of what they may come to think of as vital and true and 
come students who have been and may continue to be officially timulating because it is forbidden. denied access to such works of literary merit or social interest as To Kill A Mockingbird, Brave New World, Black Like Me, not to Here we have a painful irony: since we as the public are mention Catcher, on the grounds that they contain "harmful mater- ,illing to consign our children for at least twelve years to the ials" or purvey smut. But if_students in the tranquil days before inistrations. of our school systems, we must believe that teachers World War II, the paperback explosion, the scientific sanction are more about what happens to the minds of our children than for parental permissiveness, TV, activism, and so on, had enough lhe peddlars of commercialized forms of "education" and communienterprise to discover that·studs Lanigan was a book that would :ation. Yet when we raise difficulties about students' access tell them about Life, students today will be no less enterprising 1to books in their school instruction we are also affirming our in s·eeking out what they want to get. /listrust that teachers will know how to use these books relevantly 

land discreetly. The way in which the public exercises its right We are almost tempted to argue that the most efficient way of to regulate its schools is, of course, the subject of more than ~ulling int 7rest in a bo.ok is to establish it a~ r7qui 7ed reading bne irony and the source of more than one pa~n as thos 7 ~ho have in the curriculum. We would rather argue that it is time to let {nything to do with scheduling time for curriculum revision have the good drive out the bad, to let our students discover that sex ]reason to know. in literature is like sex in life, only part of the whole, and if the book is literature a necessary part of the context of that , Guarding the rights of the public with respect to instruct~on whole. This kind of realization is as much of the substance of ~n English classrooms would be satisfied, we think, by the action education as the so-called sex-education courses that so many P.roposed by Sy Yesner in the September 1968 issue of t~e "Language school systems are now adopting at the elementary school level. Arts Newletter" (Minneapolis Public Schools): the English teacher Students who are convinced that their teachers are open-minded andt'should categorically state that no student is expected_to read unflappable, that educators and legislators reject pornography any book that would be offensive to, and therefore forbidden by, because it is puerile and tawdry, not because it is in some parents." But we think the defense of the complaint should lie mysterious, tantalizing way"dangerous," are likely to be more re- ~ith the parents, and that teachers should not automatically be ceptive_to an 7ducation design 7d to develop their self-discipline [expected to assume the defensive post~re. For that matter, why and refine their taste. The virtue we would develop.cannot be ren't English teachers who are technically, at least, assumed to 
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teachers wh· 
on public -~ ~ORUffi 

be authorities on literary values, and social science 
are authorities on social values, routinely included 
boards and committees involved in censorship? 

The NCTE has available three publications on censorship that'" Censorship and What to Do About It to our point: How Censorship Affects the School by Lee A. Burre ai By ERVIN J. GAINES Jr. (Stock No. 19009, $.35); Meeting Censorship in_the School·. Ass, b -..,.-=-.,...._· -=----- Director, Minneapolis Public Li rary Series of Case Studies (19330, $1.00); The Students' Right to Ri.! . . . (20809,$.25). We are happy to print an .article on the subjec~f The appearance of this article ma periodica~ for educators written by the Director of the Minneapolis Library, Ervin Gaines,lcomes via strange routes. My interest in censorshi~ an~ its attenan outspoken opponent of censorship who would welcome the support dant problems has largely been confined to the public_library, but of those others of us who believe that minds grow strong in the.• 1 welcome the opportunity to help m._i-ke common cause with educators exercise of confronting reality, with the help of teachers at fir on this issue. For the reader 1o•ho is not al'lare, I have been at later by themselves, strong enough to hold on to the good and to s\,arious times, chairman of what librarians call- the Intellectual exorcize the fantastic and the perverted. , freedom committee of two state library ass?ciations and of. the 

* * * * 
..., American Library Association, and I have; written on t~e subJect. . 
~for library publications. I am also active in the Minnesota Civil 

I Liberties Union. 
We'd like to call to your attention to two workshops at the Ur· . versity of Minnesota, Duluth, one on "The Teaching of the Humani-· My acquaintance with the censorship problems in schools comes ties'_' to be given by Fre~ E. H: Schroeder,. assistant professor of ~particularly from my expe 7ience as a one-!ime sch?ol b?ard ~ember English, the ?ther ?n "Cinematics" to be given· by Mrs. Carol Beat~and through national meetings on cei:isors~ip q:1estions in which. head of the Cmematics Department at Central High School in Dulutf·-educators have participated along with librarians• I am e7pecially and Anna Lee Stensland, associate professor of English and Executi aware of the concern about censorship expressed by the National s7cretary of the MCTE. For more information, write: C. M. Milbra~Council of Teachers of English, for we a~l know rather.well tha! Director of Conferences, Institutes and Special Projects, 2205 creative literature, which falls to English teachers, i 7 the prime E. 5th St., Duluth 55812. < 'target of the purists who would keep education uncontaminated, and 

1 • t 1 II t i• 1e II by "uncontaminated" we would have to mean, u tima e Y, s er • 
* * * * 

For the purposes of this short essay, I will confine my obser-. A s~lection. of essays in criticism by undergraduate English 1 vations to the area of obsceni !Y, not _be~ause o~ any lack of conma~ or 7 m the liberal arts colleges of the 7ta!e is printed ii:1 tJ,cern for the ~oli tical ai:1d soc~al preJudices w~ich entangle the this issue. Focused on post-World War II fiction, the selection· teaching of history, social science and other idea-related courses, r~presents the choice of the undergraduates themselves and we hope' but because there are no legal sanctions in the Uni!e~ States will serve to demons~rate not only the range of attitudes but also! concerning them. Certainly teachers and s 7hool admii:iist 7ators !he level of accomplishment of our students. In a subsequent '· can be rather gun-shy when the anti-Communist boys. ride ii:1to t?wn issue of ~E_~, the selection from this February's Conference on j firing their patriotic pistols at radical, un-American doings in post-World War II poetry will appear. Knowing how galvanizing itl_social science cl~sses, but I think i! important to make the very 
7an b: to :1s all, a1:1d the more so to our students, to see ourselv[lj~_emphatic distinction between what society merely g~bles ~b?ut in print (in the grip of this passion, these preamblings have be~rand what society has managed to make illegal. Certain political p~cking :1P ~ileage), we would ~ike teachers on all levels to con-~ and social views can stimulate substantial co:1nter-react~ons and sider th;s J?u~al as. a potential so1;1rce of publication for theirJ even punishments, but only through the. mechani 7ms of social pres-students writing as well as for their own. How about a set of sures. The law does not require sanctions against teachers for spoofs on tired old subjects ("What I Did on My Summer Vacation" j' giving ''bad" political books to students; only craven administracombined with "My Favorite Pet")? Our next issue will be devoted/· tors and school boards do that. to the writings of elementary school children. 

* * * * 
Sex is different. The statute books are filled with laws 

relating to sex. Those laws are a confusion o~ contradictions: 
i They range over a wide spectrum of human behavior, and ~he punishTom Walton, of John F. ~ennedy Elementary School in Ely, has \ ments they mete out to offenders are often_s:vere •. It_is not agreed to serve as book reviewer for elementary school materials,1 1 without its irony that the one natural activity which is the cen-and will do his next review on Weston Woods publications. tral concern of life, and indeed which is essential for the 
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continuation and propagation of life should have so many rest • 
• 1 d • t Th • • ric-tions pace upon i . e mere existence of so many laws is 1 

quent testimony to the importance which men and women attach~ a-
sexual behavior patterns. 0 

This makes the life of the honest and modern teacher or lib
rarian awkward. If he does what he thinks the situation calls for, 
he may find himself blown sky-high at the next school board meeting. 
rf he acts circumspectly, he is being dishonest in his professional 

It is only a mild exaggeration to say that sex is about as life and has to subsist on a crippled conscience while he helps to 
nea~ly illegatl a7 the ingenuity of men can make it. Fortunately ; ,perpetrate the myth that sex is a dirty little secret. 
we o manage o ignore most of the legal strictures, and fortu- 1,. 
nately society really tend~ to wink at most of the transgressions 1· And so, ~plendid b~oks. for young people lik~ Cat~her in the 
unless there are other social values involved. If it were not Rye and To Kill ~ Mockingbird are constantly being sidetracked by 
I am sur? that nearly every adult in the United States could beso, tlie pressures exerted by the pure in heart and the dead in spirit. 
f~und guilty of some illegality at some time in his life. But • • sex, alas, is not legal or respectable in print and conversation, 
since we cannot all condemn ourselves to jail, we tend to raserv whatever may be happening in the real world. Obviously society is 
the ~anctions of !he law for special purpose attacks on people e ·overcoming it~ inhib~tions, ~ut the process is sl~w, and many good 
who get out of line"_for other reasons. The Kinsey reports mad people are being bruised during the passage from ignorance to en-
th • b h e<l • . e point a out! e ext?nt and depth of iHegal sexual activity ~lightenment. 
in rather emphatic fashion, and the statistics the Kinsey re- ,,,. 
searchers produced are impressive. l But the question of legality is of prime importance. A wise 

-.early pioneer in the civil rights movement once said to me, "You 

j can do nothing if the law is not on your side." The misfortune The class patterns of sexual misbehavior are not without 
their in!erest. Criminal penalties for sexual crimes are nearly 
a~l con~ined_to the lower status groups in our society. Abor
tio~s, in spite of_the severe ~enalties they invite, are freely 
available to the higher economic groups. These observations are 
almost self-evident. The purpose in making them at all in the 
context of this article is to point out their importance in a 
teaching situation. 

., that hurts the educational process is that the law is not always 
clearly on the side of the educator when sex is the issue surroun-

-f:,tding a book or a classroom subject. In this regard the Supreme 
I court of the United States has pushed forward the barriers of 

·• freedom of expression a good deal, but the problems for the teacher 
and the school librarian have not been solved at the same rate 

I that the problems for the author, the publisher and the bookseller 
have been solved. 

Public employees live closer to the Vesuvius of social punish-
men! than do men and women privately employed. Teachers and lib- , It is still a good question as to how far a teacher or a school 
ranans as a subspecies of the genus honi.o pliblkus are the most f librarian can go without running afoul of the law. Actually, at 
vulnerable of all because they are in constant association with t1•the time of this writing Minnesota law is pretty liberal, but there 
children. Hence, in their personal deportment and in their hand- ·I( is sufficient doubt in the lay mind to cause school boards and 
ling. of information, th.ey are expected to conform to standards not! .a, school administrations to be cautious beyond all reason. And the 
required of others, and it not infrequently happens that the classroom teaching suffers as a result. 
severest critics of schools and libraries demand performance : 
standards to which the critics themselves do not adhere. In the 1967 session of the Minnesota legislature,a particu-

larly bad obscenity bill was proposed and came within an eyelash 
. Coming now to literature, and the concerns of teachers, we of passing. One of the enduring curiosities to me was the almost 

'total absence of support of school pebple in fighting the bill. 
The bulwark of opposition was the Minnesota Library Association 
which lobbied vigorou~ly at the state capitol and back in the home 
districts to bring about the defeat of the bill. One PTA repre
sentative assist.ed, but there was no organized PTA reshtance. 
Professor Allen was on hand to assist us. But not a single pro-

find ourselves in a delicate situation wherein we must try to 
balance between what we know to be true and what the conventions 
demand. Any teacher who is half alert knows that two trends are 
observabie: first, that the available literature is growing ever, 
mor7 frank and open; second that the children are learning more 
:apidly and more soundly than ever before what this sexual thing 
is al~ about. We know also that creative literature, in coming 
to grips honestly with human dilemmas, must involve itself in 
sexual themes. To compound the teacher's difficulties the kinds 
of reticence and inhibition that are our Victorian heritage are 
dropping away ver~ rapidly at the lower end of the _age spectrum, 

1, fessional teachers organization, not a school superintendent or 
board member in the entire state voiced any audible protest. It 
was as though the great, powerful education establishment either 
was asleep or did not care. 

s~ that the conflict between old and young is increasing in inten~ 
si ty, and the school is the battleground. • 

6 

What I am really saying is that if the educators will "turn 
on" and show some concern for what is impeding their freedom to 
teach in the sensitive areas involving sex, they can secure once 
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and for all their right at least to be free of an fear 
attacks ?n what t~ey do. Then if they will organize to ?f ~ega,;t 
that ~heir governing boards and administrative personnel1ns1st . 
them in establishing the necessary sanctuary in the l"b support' 
the classr?o~, the disheartening kinds of cowardice t~a~a;y and~1 
s~hool_off1~1als to run for cover at the sign of the fir ause 
t1on will disappear. If there are schools where there hst oppos~ 
no parental protests about Johnny's or Mary's reading t~ve bee, 
pr?bably schools which have yielded the field without' f?se a,{ 
which have reduced their curricular offerings to the r:qu :g~t w 
pab~lum acceptable to the thoughtless and fearful element~s1fte 
society. o ou, 

• 
I have been impressed by the evidence that public lib • 

have b~en~ on the whole, far more successful than the sch~~ria~~ 
:~~a~l:sh1ng their rights to stock the reading materials th~; 1

~, 

_1n imp?rtant to society, even where children are ex osed 
Min~e~pol1s Public Library, by action of its Board ha~ t • :'h' 
policies that make this possible· first that h'·1d wo maJo 
the f h 1 "b • ' a c 1 can have -run° t e 1 rary; second, that the child's reading is th' 
parent's responsibility, not the library's. e 

. Certainly, schoo~s are in a somewhat different circumstanci· 
in so far as school 1s mandatory rather than optional but with 
;ome thought applied to the matter, all schools could,be made 

:ee to g? as far ~s the more liberal elements in the communit •
1 

will p~rm1t, allowing the more conservative elements to be ex-y 
c~sed if they 7o_desire. But when the least liberal opinion 
dictates the l1m1t of the curriculum for all. then· t 
values are bound to be lost. ' impor ant 

There should be good v· k · ' lib , d. , igorous _ outspo en books in our schoo, ; 
r:r~es, 1rty words and all, sex scenes and all and school • 

~~ope sh?uld_work hard to get the kind of support'which says ~ 
al~n:ate~1:l 1~ here f?r those who want it. Others can leave' it,\ 

• . ~ u~ er no circumstance can a minority decide for all' 
Th~ po;1t 1on is re~so~able and defensible, and if teachers will • ,1 

ma_ e c ear that this is where. they stand the results cannot hel •,i. 

betg good. But systematic exclusion of the controversial book~i\ 
on Y prolongs the agony of waiting for sodal change. t '' • 

. The 1969 session of the legislature will be critical 
~~;:s abou:.o~scene_boo~s wi~l be introduced. My predic~io~a~~ J'I 

som~ in of b:11 17 going to be enacted into law. If schoJ 
people will stand with librarians on the issue we can at 1 
assure that whatever passes will be reasonable' and endurabl:as!r: !e> 

;:n~~~i::s~~:c~hat p~b li~ ins ti tution 7 are protected from crimin" 
still h"t th lmay e aimed at the dirty book store but which mi 1 ~ c assroom teacher or school librarians. At least 
~~:gt~yve: ;~}tn school people take, they should not be 50 appal~j 

in 1 erent or apathetic as they were in 1967. 
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The Loss of Metaphor: Some Thoughts on 
the Teaching of Language-and-Literature 

By DUDLEY FLAMM 
St. Olaf College, Northfield 

I The Problem and Its Precincts 

Somewhere between the time when a tiny child says "Daddy" or 
"Mommy," and in that word expresses attitudes of dependence, secur
ity, and also a delight in the utterance itself, and that later 
time when he might write "the aforesaid contacting of the parties, 
being the real issue economywise," a loss in the use of metaphor 
and in the metaphorical sense of the world has taken place. 

What I mean by metaphor in this essay is not merely the 
narrow sense of a particular figure of speech, but the assignment 
of value by implicit comparison or association to the objects of 
reality, and accordingly to those words that are symbols for these 
objects. Perhaps the usage will be clearer when I say that I am 
concerned with the loss of the connotative aspect of words, the 
infringement upon them by presumably denotative language, that 
results in a loss in the connotative (metaphoric) activity of the 
mind. ( Just as readily available are the terminology distinctions 
of Cassirer and Langer, i.e., symbol and sign; or Burke's contrast 
of the language of poetry with the language of science. To some 
degree, I employ all of these terms in the hope that an eclectic 
terminology will allow my argument a wider range.) Nor should the 
phrase "metaphorical view of life" puzzle anyone. By this I mean 
onl), a view that forms relationship~ between ideas as well as be
tween things in a connotative and thus imaginative way, and that 
assigns value by this process. In other words, the metaphorical 
view assigns humanistic values where the purported objective 
realism of science cannot. Furthermore, the metaphorical sense 
is ah imperative for language skills that occupy a large part of 
all human life, and for this reason any weakening of it is a 
matter· of general concern rather than merely a poet's problem. 

As difficult as it is to determine whether our age of realism 
and its emphasis on technology is the cause or result of the loss 
o:f metaphor, it does seem possible to suggest that the indirect 
t~ough pervasive influence of a technologically oriented civili
z~tion might elevate the language of science over the language of 
poptry. In some measure, this is what I believe has happened. 
I 4:lo not wish to redress the balance by crying down the one and 
p:?1ising the other, but rather by suggesting that the failure to 
un"erstand the language of poetry has been accompanied by a loss 
of ~competence to use any language, including that of science. 
The loss of a metaphorical sense of language is finally responsi
ble for failures in writing skills even when these are brought to 
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facts--a common response to the writing assignment in other disci-
bear on--what seems to most students to be so far from 1· iterary art--the logical continuity of analytical discourse. ~ plines. 

Before proceeding further it seems important that I try to The fact that these students resort to this kind of "listing," ~den~ify the particular type of student towards whom my approach and do not see connections and implications, seems not merely a ~s directed,_because there are any number of students with writ- matter of "organization" or '.'logic." As I see it, it relates to mg and reading problems that cannot be explained or explained their failure to sense the expanding circle of implication that ~way by. what Ibhave to say. The student (whom we all may have had,..: grows from words, phra~es i and sent 7n~es used in ~he s?urce ~ork, in varring num ers) who is unable to write out six steps of in- and then in turn to fail to sense similar connections in their struction for the use of a pencil sharpener is not my concern own writing. Some colleagues have identified the "listing" phe-here. I think that much intelligent and useful work has been nomenon as an unwillingness on the part of the student to take a done! and its results written about, in terms of teaching basic stand, a timidity in regard to his own opinions and ideas. This English to those who, though native speakers, have somehow re- may be partly true, but often when the student is queried orally mained quasi-illiterate. Less concern seems to have been devoted it can be found that his failure to be committed is not absolute; to u~derstanding a less incompetent group, yet one nevertheless he does in fact have opinions, but somehow these are frozen out handicapped: that group of native readers and writers who can ~ when it comes to writing. My own view is that context is the write out those instructions for the penci 1 sharpener, but who can- I determining factor here. Context in sp.eech seems always to be not develop in written form an idea that they themselves have ·r defined, even though implicitly, by audience, situation, intona-?rally hinted at~ an~ who have tro1;1ble isolating or abstracting _ tion, gesture, etc. Even using the "wrong word" can be overlooked ideas or themes in literature. This group is neither unintelli- •• , by making it "sound right." This, of course, i~ not so in w:iting. gent nor illiterate. Often (though not always) in using the \ Context needs to be created in the black and white of the print. spoken language a member of this group will give the impression ·i Failure to realize this along with lack of knowledge as to how to of much greater promise in regard to his language skills than ~ accomplish it (which when combined are fundamentally a loss of hi~ reading or writing abilities will eventually support. The faith in the fact that it can be accomplished) account in. large written work of this student might well suggest that he is not a , measure for the awe and fear that grip the student-writer• To native 1;1ser of the l~nguage. An~ in h~s reading he may make no l this part of the problem add the distinction I have previously connection between his own speaking. voice or those of his friends .. 

1 

hinted at concerning the language of poetry and the language of and the equivalent qualities inhering in the written example be- science. If the superiority of denotative language is seriously fore him. I have heard these failings spoken of in terms of believed in and a kind of scientific objectivity is considered the lazy language habits or lack of clear thinking. And though these most desirable end because of its exactness, there is little hope charac~e~izations cannot be denied, I do not think it is mer.ely ! .that the student will see how writing can provide context in the more diligence, earnestness, or hard work that is needed but a I s~e way as speech. The written word has ceased being an agent particular kind of emphsis that has been too often lacki~g. Most •1 of self-expression. Thus, the amalgam is either a written work of the students in this category that I have encountered have 1 with out a sense of context, stripped of convincing opinions or lost faith in the power of words in print (their own or someone j ideas or else one in which ideas and context appear but suggest else's) as a form of self-expression, and they also exhibit a , no co~scious control or order. The random quality of this work less than fully developed metaphorical sense. [ should not deceive us however. The student writer may seriously believe that the written word (even when it has sprung from his 
own mind and fingers in the haste of an eleventh-hour writing) 

I do not mean to suggest that these students are wholly unre- 1 

sponsive to any metaphoric aspects of verbal art or other forms 'I' of discourse. During the blackest days of a terin I might· well 
think so, but it is not true. Merely listening to their speech [ 
confirms the falsity of such a bleak judgment. But the writte1i 
word seems to be another matter. They can write English senten:.. ' 
ces, but are unable to write of their experiences (whether wi ti\ • 
life or literature) in a way that conveys a consciously contr~i- ~ 
led sense of oi..tlook; similarly, they are discouraging in thej, ~ 
inability to read in a way that permits thein to derive ineanint 
from the work. We have all known the student essay that mer~:ry 
retells the story or repeats the contents of the· assigned reading-
a most common response to a written assignment in literature '· 
courses. Or perhaps the essay is a collection, of other writers' \' 
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is an absolute and fixed thing, about which there c~n be no ques
tion that he has "said what he meant" and "meant what he said." 

The component elements of the problem inte:act d~sastro~sly. 
Objectivity confused with denotation and w?r~hipped ~n a_b~ind 
fashion can only mean a lesser role for opinion and implicit com
parison (metaphor) since these suggest t~e subj 7c~ive and are 
not single-valued or absolute. Thus, while striving towards the 
goal of denotative objectivity, these student·writers have become 
unaware of what else is going on in their writing--in fact, they 
tend.to deny that anything else is going on at all. 

The relation between the problems of writing for this student 
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and his problems in reading should be clear. His ability to 1 ·f discoveries of fixed elements, terms, or. genres is bound to th 1 • f eva o uate e contextua meaning o words, full utterances and 
1
• defeat our ends. • d • h • • , mages' in r 7a ing t e_writing of others is, in most cases, directly . . 

portional to his awareness of these things in his own writin Pro- More difficult to recognize are the pitfalls that can exist 
t~erefore, see the problem of teaching literature to be esse!.~ ! even when we are operating within the framework of a. language
ti~lly the sam7 as those e~countered in teaching langu~ge. Cer- I literature approach. Even here it is possible to confuse the 
tainly, essent 7al to anrthing I will subsequently have to say is •• student by widening rather than lessening the gap between the th

e u
nd

erstanding that in secondary school and in the introduc- reading and writing parts of the program. Out of some of my own 
to 7y_college English courses no di~tinction_J;;etween reading and• well-inte~tioned attempts to achieve force and clarity in student 
writing cour:es or units should be made (although emphasis at writing, I generalize the following failure. "Preci:ion" and 
any mome~t will vary). (I do not mean to undermine the need for l"exactness," those favorite editorial words, can easily become 
an organized approach to rhetoric, whether it be classical or • translated in the student mind as equivalents of "scientific ac-
new. D~st~nction~ between cl~sses of argumen~s and methods of curacy." We combat vague_generalization with a request_for pr 7-accomplishing ones ends are important. I think, though, that cise presentation of the idea, and often the student thinks this 
the how-to-do approach can only succeed when there is some faith is a special way that leads to no ambiguity whatsoever. 'fhus the 
that_wo:ds can move ~en by the appeal to logos, pathos, or ethos~ distinction between useful ambiguity, a multiplicity ?f related 
And it is my contention only that we are often faced with the l meanings, and incoherence is lost. Frequently the things we try 
problem that the written word matters so little to the students j to teach him about his own writing only serve to contradict (for 
we hope ultimately to train.) him) what we try to explain about the reading of"literature. Thus, 

( unwittingly, even in the combined composition-literature 7ourse 
. I have somewhat overstated the extent and degree of the we can end up by assisting at the funeral of the metaphorical or 
illne:s, but I hav 7 done so only to make clear the distinctions I connotative aspect of language--its ful~y symbol~c (as oppos7d to 
o~ whi7h I would like to base my suggestions for some ameliora- 7 1 sign) function. Noting that a student is not using a word wit~ 
tion, 7f not a cu7e. I discover that there are responses, hidden/ exactness, we mean that in context this particular word used_in 
?r buried a~ varyrng depths, to the full values of language. The , this particular way does too little or too much; at any rate it 
issue then is how to_convert these ~o t~e level of rational dis- f does not fully enhance what we glimpse as the signalle~ _thought 
c?urse, self-expression, and communications to. other persons. i or intention of tfie utterance. The student, howeve7, is not 
First, the response must be mobilized. Second, belief must be necessarily aware that this is what is meant--even if he has been 
restored ~n the written word as transmitter of this response, told once or twice. The lesson is one that needs to ~e repeated 
as_transmitter of values, personal attitudes and ideas. And and repeated, directly and indirectly, in every c?n~eivable way th

ird, a great deal must be learned about words the various / if we are to break the habits of a far longer training and a much 
ways in which they are used, and about the uses' of language in I larger environmental conditioning than that of the class periods 
general. There is no sequential order to. these items; they take 'j devoted to English language arts. 
place all at once even while they take place one at a time, 
The attempt to accomplish one bears directly on the accomplish- I do not think, therefore, that what must be done consists so 
m7nt of the others. Hopefully, too, the methods of this approach• much in a series of acts, exercises, or gestures as it does in_ 
will not seem such a b~tter roo~ as to offend those stud~nts / adopting for ourselves and ~nstilling in t~e stude~ts a governing 
whose language-health is only mildly infected. . attitude towards language--its theory and its multiple uses. And 

l perhaps the best opportunity to get at this part.of the pr?blem 
II The General Assault •·while demonstrating the basic presumption that literature is a 

1 verbal structure is by an overemphasis at the ouset on those most 
In the light of the tendency during the last decade or more ~.I' stylized verbal forms. 

to unify the teaching of composition and literature and to re-
p~ace prescriptive grammar with elements of structural or genera-)' My own choices for the task are poetry and prose fantasy (by 
tive grammar, my comments on the need to teach language-and-lit- : which I mean the verbal creation of either wholly non-existent 
erature may sound like old hat. But even in the face of all that..,, worlds or the highly imaginative or fanciful transfiguration of 
h~s been done, I . would contend that often we are teaching • about • materials of the actual world). Both poetry and prose fantasy 
Ii terature and about language rather than fully utilizing both (excepting the· class of gimmick-laden technological science fie-
of them for the presumed unity itself. I think that it must be tion) pose serious problems for students of the sort that I am 
recog~i~ed and agreed u~on that an atte~pt to present grammar I here concerned with. Precisely, I believe, because interpreta-
(traditi?nal ~r generative) or a rhetorical system schematically tion or the discovery of meaning in these works depends so greatly 
as a series of clear cut rules or to teach literature as a series I on a metaphorical sense and most particularly in the case of 
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poetry on the precise relationships and meanings of words (i.e., experience or present attitudes and problems of the student group. grammar and semantics). • However, considering the great range of objects and ideas that Ultimately, for purposes of comparison and analysis other J might be relevant in some way to the lives of students in the six-prose forms need to be used or the final leap to the students' own1 teen to nineteen age group, I am not convinced that one can simply writing may not ever be achieved. But as we expand our materials pre-determine with Podsnappian authority what will in fact suit for study, what we should strive to achieve always is a strong I the Young Person. Too often the prescribing anthologies or lists sense of the grammatical and lexical distinctions that exist be- .,. of appropriate materials suggest a limitation analogous to moraltween the various forms of writing, as well as distinctions be- J istic categorizing of ideas as fit ot unfit. It seems to me that tween the different ways of organizing subject matter to provide l the most useful way of admitting relevance as a determining factor different kinds of meaning. The analysis should not be princi- I is on the spur of the moment in terms of actual student response pally for instructing about the genres or for garnering informa- f to the i tern at hand • tion from the works read (although these may be accomplished at I the same time, just as some linguistic information results when I To the extent that we rely exclusively on the narrow or super-emphasis is given to concerns other than language analysis). 1 ficial kind of relevance of a work to the students' experience and think, though, that by being true to stylistic analysis within • knowledge, we are in danger of undermining the sensitivity to Ii t-the language-literature node we can best avoid the unfortunate I erature and language that we hope to stimulate. Certainly we lose split between reading and writing that has taken place. r suspect, that function of literature to expand actual individual experience too, that the unity of form and content that we so often need to I by the vicarious experience encountered in print. But a more ser-labor will become apparent more readily to the student. •
1
, ious drawback along the same lines is that we may lessen rather 

Several objections to the direction of these proposals are 
worth considering because they rely, with the best of pedagogical_. 
intentions, on student interest and capabilities. The first and "! more easily answered objection concerns the presumed difficulty 
students will have in understanding and employing stylistic ,i.naly- ! sis. I think that the problem for those who find this to be the J, 
case most probably lies in their own sense of being trapped in l the particular jargon of stylistics that they endorse. It is so 
easy to become enslaved by the terms of a grammar or any other 
system. And if our instruction consists largely in the acquisi
tion of the vocabulary of one particular system, the students may ( well reject the approach to analysis and for obvious reasons otherf • than its difficulty. When I first started bearing down almost 
exclusively on stylistic analysis with a freshman college class, 
the results were miserable. I discovered that I was frying to 
teach them all I knew about style rather than using stylistic 
analysis to redirect their attention and resuscitate an interest 
in words. I daresay that I killed what remaining interest they 
had in words. If through the study of style the students begin 
merely to get a glimpse of the connections between grammar and 
meaning, the formal and the semantic, a great deal will have 
been accomplished. 

Another argument, one more directed to the selection of works J than to method of analysis, comes to us flying the banner of rele
vance: Student interest in literature and in writing can only be f mobilized by using source materials relevant to the students' age, 
group, needs, problems, etc. The real issue here is lodged in l the particular definition of "relevance" and in the subsequent. 
determination of which works fit the definition. In principle,· 
I have minimal objections to the use (but not overuse) of mater
ials that rely for their interest on their relation to prior 
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than enhance that metaphorical capacity in the student to move from what he does already know or feel to what he as yet does not. 

Furthermore, we make it more difficult for ourselves to analyze 
the students' failures to comprehend. Will a work be easier for 
one student to interpret because more relevant to him than to his 
fellows? Will our best efforts to focus attention on words be off
set by glib (and possibly misleading) association with actual prior 
experience? One of the advantages of the literature of fantasy is 
that to some degree it avoids a few of the pitfalls that an adher
ence

0

to the literature of narrow relevance creates. It greatly 
levels the experiential factor. To the work of fantasy, a student 
needs to bring a willingness _(self or teacher generated) to explore. Few students will have advantages over the others in terms of past 
experience. Few will be prompted to confuse the details of their 
individual experience with that presented in the work at hand. 
Relevance is still a factor, but in a different way. The metaphor
ical quality of fantasy broadens the range of relevance, so that 
by the age of sixteen most of the students about whom I am here 
concerned will have had enough experience to serve as the basis 
for a very wide range of readings. 

Selection of materials, therefore, should best proceed on the 
principle of how well the readings seem capable of arousing inter
est in the language--for both teacher and student--and give rise 
to exclamations of wonder at what a man can do with words if he 
tries. At times, using a work that poses great difficulties even 
for you is instructively useful to a class, and sometimes using 
material as remote as possible from the kind of lives we live 
every day proves the best means to being convincing about the power 
of language. 

Before turning to specific strategies that may promote these 
general aims, a word needs to be said about the emphasis I have 
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Any number of literary works can fire the discussion whi~e at once 
placed and will continue to place on the role self-expression indirectly proving the very things that are under ana_lysis.. A 
plays· in this approach. When I suggest the encouragement of stu-~ poem for example such as Frank O'Hara's "Why I am Not a Painter" 
dent self-expression as one me:ms of enhancing bel~e~ in the I can ;rovide a wonderfully humorous gateway int? a ?is 7uss~on of 
P?v,e7 of 1:i-nguage, I d~ not thlnk that I am under~imng t~e. arti&JI plastic_ art as indirect communication and ~ow :i. ~ dist:i.nguishes 
tic integrity of the literary work~ read by creating a critical l itself from poetry, and at the same time give rise to any number 
morass wherein all one need do is feel--the more strongly the 

1
. of related ideas and emotional responses. 

better. On the contrary, it seems that an emphasis on self-
expression can lead to a he_ightened understanding of literature. 'y One borders on the kind of discussion I am suggesting almost 
The assignment of value to experience is more than a matter of _\ every time a student in class says, "I don't know what it means." 
feeling and the kind of self-expression we encourage must take ·11

_ When a student reads the sentence "I placed a jar in Tennessee,/ 
this into account. Out of a true self-respect for one's own wri-' ... upon a hill" (Stevens, "Anecdote of the Jar"), and says he 
ting a new respect for the writing of others can develop. And l does not know what it means, this is worth pursuing in terms of 
similarly, when we argue the particular expressiveness of a work the kind of meaning that escapes him--linguistic? semantic? 
of literature,.we must do so in a way that will suggest respect metaphysical? What happens when we re-write the sentence_with 
for the self-expression of student writers. ,,· one substi tution--"radio-tower" for jar"? Hopefully, I like to 

-\ believe that after this class period the student could write "hI 
III Hopeful, Sometimes Discouraging Strategies scraped the sky with my ~encil case" and defend_it, know what e 

was trying to say. But even if he could not write that sentence 
himself he knew that someone could.· The one thing that really 
must be,borne in mind about the kind of discussions of meaning 
that I am talking about is that we must not dazzle anyone with 

Having come to that part where some specific suggestions are 
to be ventured, I hope that I will not betray my stated eclecti
cism. In no way am I interested in pleading a specific list of 
works (some anthology in existence or planned) or even the abso
lute validity of certain projects. A great variety of written I 
works lend themselves to my goals. (A word about drama: Drama I 
concentrates more on character than on objects. Thus, though 1· 

many teachers regard it as a challenging form for students be- ~ 
cause of the lack of direction from an authorial voice, in cer- r 
tain ways I think it really less effective for analyzing style. I 
In other words, most high school or freshman college class dis- ' 
cussions about drama are likely to focus--and rightly so---on ·• 
conflict and characterization. In contrast, the description and f 
narration in fiction and poetry lend themselves to greater em- • 
phasis on words themselves, without undermining the essence of ! 
the genre. I realize that many plays can be cited to argue the 
contrary. I have used poetic drama and other stylized dramatic I 
forms with success. Perhaps my bias here need best be identified/ 
as no more than a personal preference as long as the essential 

1 point about what is to be concentrated upon is understood.) 
The subsequent suggestions therefore represent only a partial 

1

. 

list of things I have tried that have met with some measure of 
success in classes that have ranged widely in interests and : 
language skills. 

We can and should at one time or another with a class attack ( 
the problems of language directly, by outrig~t discussion of . 
language, its uses, and the meaning of "meaning." What does a i 
symphony mean? or a polemic essay? Is it possible to ask, "What! 
does Minneapolis mean?" I have discovered that students are 
more interested in such problems concerning the use of language 
than their writing and reading abilities might suggest. 

Nor is it necessary to approach such discussion abstractly. 
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theories, with absolute criteria, but rather stir up some warm 
interest in the process of language. 

It should be apparent that even wh.en our momentary goal is 
direct discussion of the problems of language, the indirect ap
proach to the problem of restoring metaphor is operati~e. At_ 
other times it comprises an examination (by lecture, discussion, 
conference writing, etc.) of literature whereby the variety of 
uses of la~guage, with emphasis on the connotative aspect, are 
studied in close detail. 

One very helpful way, I have found, of proceeding here is by 
adopting the insider's or writer's viewpoint for purpose of anal
ysis in the hope of re-creat~ng the process_of !o?king for the 
appropriate language. By this approach an impllci t argument for 
words as self-expressive agents will be convincingly made. In 
turn this will help us to treat our students as if they were as
piring professional writers, keen on learning how to do wh~t they 
want with words. Considering the lack of success that various 
forms of browbeating have achieved, I do not think that very much 
is risked·bv indulging the student in adopting such a persona. 
The old fashioned assignment of trying to duplicate or parody a 
style may prove to be,,within this framework, a rewarding exer
cise. 

Another old device that can be put to new uses is that of the 
prose paraphrase of a poem. Our purpose here, as distinct from 
the use of this device that incited its condemnation as a criti
cal heresy, is not to make it possible for the studen~ to tell 
about a poem in prose, to tell what it says. Rather it should be 
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t-0 explore the differences between the uses of language, e.g., to I The use of the litera
7

y symbol is_so pronounced in these kinds 
discover how the elliptic, non-discursive logic of the poem can or of stories as to be unavoidable. It is not me7ely a matte

7 
of 

cannot be translated into the logic of continuous discourse. What levels of reading. And instead of simply seeking to explain away 
needs to be done for such a translation, and why? Is the poetry the symbolism by translating it into the the?re~ic~l terms of 
or the prose more valid for the expression of what it is that is psychology or social science or some oth 7r d:scipline, what really 
expressed? A poem such as Frost's "The Road Not Taken" has ".needs to be done with this kind of material is to_ see why_ the 
served me in more than one class as a source-work for distinctions author resorts to such extreme forms of metaphor in th.e f:rst 
between the_poem_and a prose narrative ~n~ a prose argument. The place. Here, as analogousl~ i~ t~e ca:e of the poem_an~ its 
paraphrase in this case calls for transitional words and explicit prose paraphrase, we can gain insight into th 7 functioning of the 
subordination of ideas, and for a questioning of how far the metaphorical sense when we attempt a translation of the super-
circle of connotations of the word "road" is to be expanded, reality of these works into ordinary reality. The gre~test ~alue 
among other things. Through the contrast that the paraphrase pro-/ these works·· have for the stud. ent seems to me_ t? ~e their waking
vides an instructive analysis of both the grammatical and seman- . up effect upon the dormant metaphorical sens1b1li ty • 
tic components of the language can take place. Nor, is it neces- Y . h e di"rect one that can serve 1 h h I There is anot er way, an even mor , sary a ways to rely on t e prose parap rases of the students. Any . U t I have been concerned primar-
number of poems find their source-inspirations in prose and the th1 s ~ery same pur~osel. P ohnow the art of teacher and stu-

t f 1 • f 11 F • 1 h d ily w1 th an analytica approac on p 
sfamHe store o 7na"Vysis can oII"obw. orf e~amfple, t e ~econ. shtanza dent towards the literature read. Hopefully, while the analysis 
o ar rane s oyages: ears ru1 t u comparison w1 t a d 

1 
t • · nfluence began to take hold. 

description of the sea that occurs in Chapter Fifty-one of took place,a subt~e: a~ more a: :ng ~istinctions in words and 
Moby Dick The student, sensitize to perceiving . . 
-- --· , , language, began to incorporate this knowledge in a. way that im-

Another very useful way of treating poetry for the teaching [proved his own written work. I have presumed (until now! that 
of language skills can be accomplished by using variants of the , this work would bear directly upon the process of a~alysis--or 
same poem that can be supplied by a variorwn edition of a poet's •

1

, at least would be in the form of prose essays .relating somehow 
work (as in the cases of Yeats and Emily Dickinson). I can to materials analyzed. However, it is possible, and I ~ave ~er-
think of no better way (though many equivalent) to explore the / sonally found it indispensable, to have the student write his 
relation of grammar and meaning or diction and meaning than to \ own poems (as an ungraded exercise, to be sure! .. ,Asked to ~o 
follow th:rough the revisions of a poem in its several stages. I this at the right time during the term, the writing can be 1m-
could add that this can be done with prose also, and that at pres- mensely instructive to both teacher and student. The teache

7 ent there are several collections of prose fiction wherein the has an opportunity to discover that som: remnant of meta~hor1cal 
published version is set alongside earlier manuscript versions. ·, sense does in fact exist, concealed as it may have been 11: s

0 
The great advantage with poetry in this approach is its relative I much of the other work, and working with the student, who is more 
brevity, and the ensuing possibility to see the whole work almost •

1

• than lik.ely to identify. this exercise with self-e~r
7
ssion, the te_a

at once--no trivial advantage in terms of apportioning class time cher can proceed (with large generosity) toscrutanize the work with 
or student powers of concentration. the same seriousness accorded to Frost or Crane. I have used 

What I have been saying about poetry has stressed a kind of this sort of assignment about one-third through a term and have 
linguistic analysis of it. Implicit, however, in the very selec- / rather regularly seen it to have good effects, both ~sycholog-
tion of examples has been my interest in its capability as a I ically and in terms of actual language skills. I think that. f?r 
resuscitator of metaphor. Let me turn now to the other favorite many students who have never written a poem or dreamed of writing 
mode for my purposes, th~ literature of fantasy. My interest in one, and had read just about as many at ~he start_o~ the term, 
works of fantasy is also for analysis of style, but even more in there took place something like a shock of recogn:t10~- Somehow 
terms of the need such works create for interpreting the work it- / it occurred to them that they actually had at their ~1spos~l t~e 
self, its verbal structure, and coming to grips with its large and same tools and faculties that "real" poets had: their belief in 
small scale symbolism. Faced with certain works of fantasy or ( the agency of words was in part restored. 
works employing fantasy, the natural curiosity of the student is 
moved to ask what it "really" means. Who is D.H. Lawrence's "Man ' 1 have followed through with these student poems and asked 
Who Loved Islands"? Why does Forster create a heaven peopled by the writers to do prose paraphrases of them, and in some cases 
literary figures that is reached by a "Celestial Omnibus"? What to attempt to write essays that would incorporate the subs~ance 
is Kafka's abstemious "Hunger Artist" really up to? And how is it of the poems. Proceeding in much the same way as we had wit~ the 
that Marcel Ayme puts an actual halo around a character's head in published poems, it became evident that the method of ana~ysis 
"Grace," and elsewhere acknowledges a man "Who Walked Through had now become better understood and personally more meaningful· 
Walls"? The students developed a new sense of what the published poets 
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were doing. 

All that I have suggested here in either this last example or[. 
those before points to an emphasis on exploring the uses of lan
guage and the ways in which it means, expresses, or corrnnunicates j' 
Essentially, the approach involves taking hold of an idea or top; 
or theme and examining it as an actual or hypothetical poem, pro~ 
fiction, or essay. But the examination is neither for generic , 
distinctions (the old theme and form approach) nor for informa- I 
tional content. It is for the study of the workings of language.I' 
And for purposes of reaching the fullest range of language, I 
would not hesitate to introduce some written forms rarely thought] 
of as literature--perhaps a set of instructions on lubricating a 
sewing machine or some cooking recipes. I am not being facetiou;· 
Can we not profitably compare the quality of language and its 
aims in a ·recipe with a prose description of the same food in 
another context: "4 eggs at room temperature, 1/ 4 teaspoon salt, . 

It seems that to the degree that we can restore belief in the 
written word as a valid expressive agent (and in this sense the 
word is always metaphorical), we will be creating a true basis for 
improvements in reading and writing :kills. Pe:haps we ~ill only 
find one student in a thousand who will say, "With the right word 
r will move the world." But we may find many who will say, "With 
the right words I can and will make myself and my values known to 
those around me." And, I think, that if this is truly believed, 
the incidence of gnashed teeth and pulled hair among teachers of 
the English language and its literature will decrease. 

Dudley Flamm, assistant professor of English at St. Olaf College, 

is author of Thackeray's Critics (North Carolina Press, 1967) and 

of articles in the field of 19th _and 20th century literature. 

... " compared with Proust's "petites madeleirtes, ... moulded in l 
the fluted scallop of a pilgrim's shell," in Swanrt's Way; or 
"3 pounds chuck or stewing beef cut_ into two-inch cubes" placed 
alongside Virginia Woolf's "Beouf ~ Daube," "the beef, the bay·,·.,--------------------------------, 
leaf, and the wine--all ... done to a turn,1' in To the Lighthouse_ 

1 
I firmly believe that only when the student-writer comes to .( 

appreciate the connotative or metaphorical implications of lan- l' 
guage and his true need to make use of these will he fully under
stand the nature of precision and clarity. And the understanding 
may even improve the writing of cooking recipes and the instruc
tions for operating Xerox machines. 

VOICES ■ 1n 

Literature, Language, and Composition 

IV Final Pontifications T Cline • Williams • Donlan • Mahoney • Dziuk • Hill 
J, 

By way of summary I can think of three things that need to bel 
borne in mind if the problem--as I see it--is to be attacked: 
1) A pluralistic concept of meaning for the written forms of the, 
language--one that will permit the widest search for formal and/' 
semantic meaning. This attitude will regard meaning in each , 
work examined as a function of many variables. Thus our attempt'1 
will be to discover the intricate relationships between these 
functions and between their variables. r 
2) A willingness to teach a subject called language-and-litera- / 
ture or language-in-literature--not one or the other. We must 
teach less about a literary work, and exhibit less concern for , 
the nicetie~a specialized vocabulary that can limit (though f 
it helps define also) perception. Instead, by concentrating morf· 
on the uses of language, we will enlarge those language skills / 
of the student that make possible the fullest self-expression. ~! 

3) And finally, to spend whatever time is necessary in our varyi 
situations to find the remains of that metaphorical sense of lif 
in the student and then begin to capitalize on this, nursing it , 
to the point where words become understood as symbols (i.e., bot 
objects in themselves and suggestions of something else). 
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Unique among programs in secondary school English, 
VOICES interrelates the basic areas of English to achieve 
positive student response by focusing on his own ideas, 
feelings, and experiences. The highly motivating materials, 
which include a text for each grade 9-12, accompanying 
records, transparencies, and teaching aids, are directed 
toward the broad spectrum of students - the non-academic, 
the hard-to-reach, the unmotivated. 

GINN and COMPANY 
450 W. Algonquin Road, Arlington Heights,, Illinois 60005. 
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GENERATIVE ENGLISH HANDBOOK 

by Herbert R. Eschliman, Central Missouri State College, 
Robert C. Jones, Central Missouri State College, and 

Tommy R. Burkett, Denison University 

This text applies new linguistic approaches to the freshman composition program 

with ma_tenal organized into five sets of rules: the rules of grammar, diction, and 

mechanics to generate correct sentences, and the rules of rhetoric and logic to 
generate effective papers. 

R~les of Grammar. Jhrough a series of kernel rules, transformation rules, lexical 
rues, and graphem1c rules, the_ student learns to recognize and to write basic 

sentence patterns and to add units to these patterns by means of ·transformations. 

The rule, of generative grammar are descriptive rather than merely prescriptive. 

Rules of Diction. Applying the "network theory of tagmemics," any unit of usage 

can be _located on_ a network of five dimensions. The student who understands 

these d1mens1ons 1s able to choose and to use the expressions that are typical 

of the educated or standard written dialect of his section of the country in his 
own generation. 

Rules of _Mechanics. The_ generative grammar approach is here used to describe 

characteristics _of the wnt_ten language. This section includes punctuation, s ell-
1ng, cap1tal1zat1on, abbrev1at1ons, and numbers. p 

Rules of Rhetoric and Logic. Rules of rhetoric help the student generate high

level forms _(paragr_aphs a~d_ essays) tagmemically-by recognizing and select

ing appropnate units to fit into larger patterns (sentences into paragraphs and 

paragraphs_ rnto essays). Rules of logic are also presented within the framework 

of tagmemrc theory, and the traditional logical fallacies are briefly described. 

The instructo(s manual is a valuable supplement to Generative English Hand

book, contarnrng the usual answers-to-exercise-questions plus additional com

ments about the generative grammar approach. Part Two of the manual is really 

a small book of readings-a collection of scholarly articles, or self-contained 

portions of textbooks, on the subjects discussed or the approach taken in the text. 

Copies of the text are available at the instructor's price of 
$3 ._50. Copies of the manual are available at $1.2-'l, Only pre
paid orders can be filled. 

BOX MINN-2 
School Division 

Wadsworth Publishing Company, Inc. 
Belmont, California 94002 • 
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Old Wine for Young Skins 
By JOHN STREED 

Minnetonka East Junior High School 

I suppose I had better begin by saying something about that 
title, maybe by apologizing for the dreadful pun on the Biblical 
verses. I_ guess it was stretching a bit to try to get that old 

·1 saying to cover a modern situation .... Perhaps I should have 

l 
picked something like "Our vines have tender grapes." That would 
have been more dignified and would have made much the same point. 
And the point is this: junior high people are tender. In some 
respects they are pretty'tough, but in other ways they have very 
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delicate systems, at least many of them do, and good literature, as 
you know, can sometimes be pretty strong drink. It shquld, there
fore, be given to the students very carefully, not slowly, neces
sarily, not adulterated, not disguised. Just carefully. With 
full regard for little experience, but much imagination; for very 
circumscribed Ii terary backgrounds, but very g·ood brains. I am 
afraid, though, that often either the wine sours or the skins 
split in spite of our best efforts--or perhaps because of them. 
I know I've often done the wrong thing in the ten years that I 
have taught. I'm not sure I really would care to know how many 
times the wine has turned to vinegar in my hands. Still, I was 
asked to explain how I go about the business, and so I will. 

,l 

First, in order to provide some context, I will describe our 
curriculum and tell you something of our school. Then I will des
cribe, briefly, how I teach three readings: Job; Oedipus, and 
Beowulf. I will make some remarks about various teaching techni
ques~ and I will conclude by mentioning some issues that still 
puzzle me a bit. I 
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I teach only ninth grade, and the ninth grade in our district 
has the traditional three-way curriculum: language, literature, 
and composition. The latter two have a way of fusing together, I 
find, and it is often hard to draw the line between them. 

There is a curriculum guide which was written by teachers who 
are employed for that purpose during vacation times. It has been 
in use for about seven years now. • 'Ibe 1i terature portion of the 
ninth grade curriculum is titled, a little presumptuously, "An 
Overview of Western Literature." The material in it is arranged 
into four units: ancient, classical, medieval, and early modern 
or Renaissance. Some readings are required; supplementary readings 
and theines are suggested. 

It is expected that the whole thing will take from 16 to 18 
weeks, but it usually takes longer for me. In mv classes, the 
major readings are·Job and portions of the.Iliad in the first 
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unit; Oedipus, a novel about ancient Rome, and some pass_ages from , 
the New Testament in the classical unit; Beowulf, parts of the 
Arthurian legend, and Everyman for the third; and Marlowe's Dr. I 
Faustus for the Renaissance. It is quite a line-up for the ninth 
grade, but we believe it is suitable for our school. [ 

Minnetonka East Junior High School is a new suburban school 
of the neo-sprawl style of architecture. It holds about 200 
ninth graders. Almost all of these students live in nice houses, 
and almost all of them are clean and well-dressed, the average 
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IQ is about 113, and about 80% of them will start coHege. There I 
is pressure to succeed in school, and there is not m1;1ch of a dis- •

1
t 

cipline problem. My idea of a crisis, for example, 1s to_have a 
kid not show up if I tell him to stay after school. All in all, 
our students are capable and hard-working. It is, I suppose, an 
average suburban school. And I suppose also that the attitudes ( 
toward literature are average. That is to say, the students are 
like their parents -- there is no generation gap here -- they i 
sort of grow up assuming that English 1i terature in general and I 
the classics in particular. are kind of a necessary eyil. Litera- i' 
ture in their view, is a little hard to understand and a little 
irrelevant. It is O.K. for the connoisseur but business is .I 

f 
business and there are more important things. 

The sharp edge of this view may be seen in a remark by an 
editor of a college newspaper. This young man, one of the stu
dent activists of our time, said, regarding his coHege studies, 
"I don't want to spend. time on things like the humanities. I 
want to find out why people are bad and then change them." Now, 
most of us would say that that man has turned his back on some 
of the answers he's seeking. At least, three or four thousand 
years of thinking can't be altogether worthless. But hi 7 views 
are probably set; he's not a likely prospect for conversion. 
There are, however, people who are, people who are 7ti~l•open to 
our influence. They are in junior high school and it 1s our 
great privilege to teach them. For my part, I want to teach them 
to enjoy--and value--the taste of that old wine. 

My students first taste Job. There is, however, a general 
introduction to the whole program before we begin the readings. 
In this general introduction, I say that.there are some is 7ues 
that seem to interest almost everyone, ninth graders and ninth 
grade teachers as well. Deep in their hearts, _most people, at ,. 
least once in a while do wonder "what really is right and wrong?" 
"Why am I the way I a~?" "Is there a God?" "What's it all about~,, 
anyway?" These questions I call deep questions, and I say that • 
people all over the world think about them, and that people 
thought about them three and four thousand years ago. It_is good,( 
I tell my students, to know something about these o;her v1e~s, for,. 
they can. serve as both grounds for and tests of ones own views. 
And with not much more of an introduction than that we turn to [ 
Job. 
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I give a short talk on the beginnings of civilization and Jew
ish history. I say that the Jews developed a very hard, cle~r no
tion of a God and that they believed that their God was particular
ly concerned with His "chosen people." But the chosen people had 
rough going -- they still do -- and somehow the sons of Abr~am 
had to figure out how and why this great and good God let his 
children suffer so. The problem, early in Jewish history, took 
shape as a story, a story of a wealthy and happy man, a good man, 
who suffered terribly. Why? And in a larger sense, why does any 
good man, or any man at all, suffer? Why, for example, if there 
is a God, does he allow Viet Nam? Or divorce? Or two of our 
students to drag their cerebral palsied bodies thro1,lh the hallways 
of our nice school? It is, of course, an old question. Old for 
mankind; old, presumably, for you. But not for the ninth graders 
I teach. For them it is strikingly new, it is almost daring, and, 
for a while, it is relevant. 

We don't read all of Job, just the beginning, the first cycle 
of speeches, Elihu's speech, and the ending. That's twenty-five 
out of forty-two chapters. It takes a bit over a week to get 
through. I assign a few chapters, give a quick ~review, and ma~e 
sure the students begin reading before the hour 1s over. That ~s 
important. I find that when the students get started on a reading 
in class, they are much more likely to finish it.on their o~n than 
if they wait till after supper to start. The next day we discuss 
the assigned chapters and read some more. By discussion I mean 
that I ask them to tell me what has happened in the narrative. Or 
I read certain lines and ask the students to explain. I try to 
squeeze the answers out of the students, but if that doesn't work, 
I answer myself. Generally, they answer. I add background and 
cross references when appropriate. 

In the discussion I particularly try to bring out two things. 
The first is the idea of gaining wisdom through suffering. Job 
does. The other is this matter of God and evil. To the question, 
"Why does Job suffer?" the book gives three answers; better, one 
explanation, one answer, and a response. These three ~ogether 
serve as the subject o·f the paper that the students write. They 
are.told almost exactly what to say. The number of paragraphs and 
the topic of each one is specified. I provide class time to write 
a good share of the theme. 

Another of our readings is Oedipus the King; we use the Knox 
translation. A filmstrip and my elaboration start it off. Then 
I say that the Greeks liked to watch such plays, and I give some 
description, not much, of the Greek theat~r. My aim_is to sho~ 
that the Greeks thought the theater very important; it was a big 
part of the lives of a great many Greeks. I also try to give. 
some notion of "catharsis" and ''hybris"; the former seems to in
terest the students, and the latter is the heart of the play. It 
is also related to the theme of wisdom through suffering, and 
along about now, a few of these young men and women are beginning 
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to get that point. The excellent introduction to the Knox paper
back says much the same thing 50 the students get the Oedipus 
legend twice before they begin reading. It helps them to grasp 
the irony which I stress as we go along. 

We read through the play fast, in three or four days. I ask 
the students to read it through in one sitting if possible and 
most.of them do. It's quite a different thing from Job; it goes 
considerably faster. I read most of the lines out loud in class 
and provide commentary when I can't draw interpretations and re
spo~ses from the ~la~s. As we move toward the end of the play, I 
begin to ask_wh~ is it that all t~ese things happen to Oedipus? 
Whose fault is it anyway that he is the way he is? The students 
get pretty excited about this matter of responsibility, of fixed 
fate or free will. Should Oedipus be blamed for his pride? 
Should a lazy or troublesome student be blamed for his character? 
Is the bad boy responsible for his badness? Or the good for his 
goodness? Should the "A" student or the athlete be congratulated 
for his achievement? Look around you, I tell the students. Look 
within. Fixed fate or free will? 

A paper is assigned for this unit also. The student has a 
choice of topics: fixed fate and free will or irony and paradox 
in Oedipus. 

The Beowulf lesson is the third one I'll describe. The intro
duction this time compares Beowulf with the Iliad, the Anglo-
Saxon with ~h7 heroic.Greek. I make the point that some pretty 
t~ugh old Vikings seemed to find a place for poetry in their 
11 ves, not because they got good grades in school but because 
poetry_was not part of school. Rather, it was a part of life, 

; makes a full year -- and one that is never boring -- for me. 
~ 

I Let me now quickly mention some other principles or techni
ques that I find useful. 

f Introductions to the different readings are necessary; it 

I doesn't help to start cold. But they should be short, I think; 
only enough to give the student some kind of social and histori

j cal content for that particular work. One or two dates, some 
events or anecdotes, and some idea of what to expect when they be

I gin to read. A contest and a preview, that's about it. I don't 
/ think a quantity of critical detail is important. 

I 
i 
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Nor do I think a mass of detail important in the discussions. 
In fact, all things considered, available time, student interest, 
etc., an exhaustive commentary, line upon line, is simply exhaus
ting.• I like it but the kids don't care for it. One of them told 
me once, after we had finished the Iliad unit, "Don't drag it out 
so much. Just let us enjoy it." I"aina'ware of a strong counter
argument here; there is a place for close reading. But it can 
get out of hand. 

Whenever possible, I try to bring some poetry into the unit. 
f Maybe just a few lines to highlight something. This seems to 

work better than collecting all the poems into a poetry unit. 

A-V aids are a problem. It wouldn't be too hard nowadays to 
throw together a real floor show instead of an intellectual activ
ity. But some things do have their place. I've mentioned my use 
of film strips; I consider them to be guides, previews. And, by 
the way, I have a small question ~ere. I sometimes wonder if a 
strong pictorial preview, such as a film or filmstrip, might limit 
the imagination later on during the reading? I don't know, but m~ch lik 7 the theater was a part of Greek life. Again, I use a 

film st~ip before we start to read. (That is, I did until it got 
lost this year.) We are able to read a prose version first. The I have wondered. 

students go through it easily enough; it's "neat," they say; I I 
think the gore attracts them. Then we read a modern poetry trans- f I use art work whenever possible to enrich a unit, and I try 

lation and during this we stop to take a closer look at some of to play some music for the readings. For example, we read about 

the lines. Finally, using the NCTE pamphlet, we look at a page • the battle between Achilles and Hector in the.Iliad, and the read-

of the real thing, and I either play a recording of someone read- ) ing includes Hector's farewell to his wife and infant son. I have 

ing the original, or I read it myself just to get the flavor of it. ·1 a photograph of a departing Marine carrying a rifle saying good-
' bye to his weeping little son. I post it with the title "Hector 
/ bids farewell to his son." And I put the Dali painting of The 

Again the paper. Last year the topic was Christian and pagan 
features of Beowulf. This year it was fatalism in Beowulf. In 
both cases the assignment was tight, as were the earlier ones. 

These three units are 
ment. As the school year 
on the papers, and at the 
length. 

typical except for the written require
flies on, I am less and less restrictive 
end I don't even specify a topic or 

I have 
curriculum 

described only three units. More are listed in the 
guide, and others find their way into English 9. It 
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. ·Last· Supper on the bulletin board when we read portions of tile 
( New Testament. As for music, "The Pines of Rome" goes with the 

''j• Roman unit, and the prelude to "Parsifal" goes with the legend of 
f the Holy Grail. The student may doodle, read, even sleep while 

I

. the music is on. I won't say much more about art and music be
cause there's not much more to say. I'm neither artist nor 

( musician. Just say I'm working on it, and let it go at that. 

Recordings? I'm not so sure. Most of the time, I would 
rather read myself. For one thing, I can do as well -- so can 
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you -- as some of the perfonners, especially the scholars and the' 
authors. Secondly, I find that students don't pay as much atten. 
tion to a disembodied voice ringi.ng around the room as ~hey do to I 
me. But I do play tapes of Everyman and Dr. Faustus while the 
students read along in their own books. j 

When I do read out loud in class, I try to dramatize as much 
as I can. Frankly, I act, I try to make a good show of it. I 
don't, but I try. Let's be honest: most of us are a little 
h:=unmy, and i~ is kind of fun. More importantly, though, effe·c
tive, dramatic oral interpretation adds to the impression the 
work makes on the student. Furthermore, to use again the opening 
metaphor, good wine deserves a little ceremony. • 

The students keep a little time-line, about 411 .x •44"~ on I 
which they record principal dates and eras. This is kept all 
ye~r and. ad~i tions are inade with each unit. However, the students. 
t~ink this is a real lemon, and I'll have to either drop it or l 
find a better way of handling it. They make simple maps, too. 

1 
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The things we read, however well learned by the students, 
s?rt of float around in their heads unless fixed some place in 
time.and space. That's why I have time-lines and maps. But the :

1 readrngs must be related to the here and now also. Accordingly, 
I make contemporary applications and interpretations whenever it ,· 
see~ a~propriate. This helps, I think, and it is easy·to do. 
But it is easy to overdo, too. It's one thing to compare the 
later Roman Empire with the United States, perhaps to illustrate, 
perhaps to warn. It's quite another thing to ramble on about how 
everything is going to the dogs these days, and kids don• t work ,., 
~or their money, and teenagers drive too fast and pro football j 
is really a gladiator contest, and you ought to study harder, etc; 
I have to watch it; I find myself prone to preaching when I make r 
c?ntemporary applications and interpretations. And God knows that/ 
will sour the wine as fast as anything. 

A word ?n. testin?. I do~' t. Occasionally I use a pop quiz to ,I 
encourage diligence in keeping up on assigned reading, but that'sf 
all. No tests. I mark the paper, and that I s about the whole unil 
ma:k. And as fo: papers, I mark just a few things on each paper, 'i 
things that I think a student can.correct or improve and remember\ 
that he has done so. The student must revise these items then 
bef?re the grade is recorded in the red book. Sometimes they 
revise each other's papers. Sometimes I write a sample theme to 
show them how it 's done. I won't say . any more because my subject- .. ·• 
is literature, not composition. ( 

Toward the end of the year I have the students fill out a 
questionnaire anonymously. In this way, I am able to partially 
see the class and myself through the minds of the students. I as 
for their views on the class, the readings, the activities, even 
myself. It is a very illuminating experience! 
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Briefly, this is how I teach literature. Clearly, it is 
noth~ng spectacular, just the work of an ordinary teacher. But 
there are two points to make about it. 

In all of this, I haven't really come anywhere near the heart 
of the whole thing. Techniques, aids, assignments -- all of 
these are, in a sense, peripheral, important but more or less 
dependent on the heart of teaching which is, I believe, the re
lationship between the student and the teacher. And so far as 
I can see, there is no one right relationship; the tyrant and the 
friend may both be equally good teachers. This leads to my next 
point. 

Teaching 
or teaching. 
manner. All 
I hope these 

is an art. And there is no single right way in art 
You may go about your work in an entirely different 

the'better. But if your style is akin to mine, then 
remarks have been of value to you. 

I conclude by considering two matters that puzzle me. Many 
things puzzle me, but these two are particularly relevant to teach
ers of literature. If they concern me, it is altogether pos
sible that they concern you also. I therefore mention them now. 

The first matter is this: Where do my own views fit in? At 
present, I accept two contradictory answers. On the one hand, 
I agree with those who say the teacher's job is to present, to 
guide, to open doors, to teach, not preach. And in line with 
that, I agree that I am to be objective and impartial. I must 
not impose my views on that captive audience. In fact, unless the 
class specifically asks, they shouldn't even know my views. I 
may believe in free will, but the class should .never know it from 
the way I teach the Iliad. In other words, while I am teaching 
something, I am at that time the spokesman, the advocate of the 
author. That is the only fair way. 

On the other hand, I agree with those who say, "Let's be 
honest; no one is objective. We all have our starting points, 
our perspectives, our "biases" is a word that is often used. 
To be really honest according to this view, a teacher should 
announce his views at the start of a course. Let the teacher 
say, "I am an atheist." "I am a Catholic." "I am a fatalist." 
"I am thus and so." One's views will shape and affect one's work 
anyway,so why not be open and at least warn the student? Let 
him be on guard. That is the only fair way. 

Since the choice of either of these positions will obviously 
make a great deal of difference to what goes on in the classroom, 
I am anxious to get the matter settled. But I can't. 

The second puzzlement is a related matter. Here the problem 
is not, "What's the answer?" I have an answer, I think. The prob
lem is what to do. Consider: reading literature brings know-
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ledge. Obviously. And I think most of you would agree with 
Bacon that "Knowledge is power." 

Yet l also believe with Lord Acton that "Power corrupts and 
absolute power ... " you know how it goes. Well then, does this 
mean that the two sayings may be combined to say that knowledge 
corrupts? That learning -- a little or a lot -- is a dangerous 
thing? That the more successful we teachers are, the more harm 
we do? Hard questions, and I am inclined to answer, reluctantly, 
it seems that way. And if I do, what then? This issue doesn't 
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Recommendations for an 
English Faculty Seminar 

By DAVID V. HARRINGTON and ELMER F. SUDERMAN 
Gustavus Adolphus College, St. Peter 

seem to have the immediate relevance of the other, but it is a 
little unsettling, nevertheless. After all, what are our goals in I 
teaching literature? 

Most small college English departments succeed rather well in 
acquiring as diversified a faculty as possible. Even the smallest 
college will advertise that it needs an American literature spe
cialist or a medievalist or a linguist, rather than merely a 
college English teacher. In addition, except for a very provin
cial school, members of the department have rather different 
academic backgrounds, e~pecially in graduate training. Such 

Maybe you can give me some light. Or maybe you don't think 
these are real problems. Either way, you and I have grave respon
sibilities and great opportunities. I wish us every advantage 
and, for better or for worse, all possible success. 

John Streed gave this talk at the NCTE Junior High English 

Teachers Conference in March 1968, in Minneapolis. 

MCTE ANNUAL CONFERENCE 

APRIL 25 - 26... . ..... GOLDEN VALLEY 

NATIONAL CONFERENCE 

1972. . MINNEAPOLIS 
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variety is consciously striven for with a healthy purpose in mind, 
even though some specialists are often unavailable. The greater 
the range of special interests and types of academic preparation, 
the richer and more comprehensive the program the department can 
offer. The liberal arts spirit which pervades most English depart
ments, regardless of the type of school they are in, implies a_ 
continuing debate, a cross-fertilization of'sorts, an interaction 
between people with differing assumptions, differing disciplines, 
engaged in what we like to think of as a friendly, even somewhat 
relaxed, struggle to get at the heart of vital questions. 

Even the smallest units of organization in higher education, 
however, have great difficulty maintaining meaningful and produc
tive communication. The problem of keeping up is just as important 
in the good small coHege as in the most ambitious graduate school. 
Some of us decry "publish or perish" policies as necessitating 
over-specialization; but whether a person writes or not,he must 

~ specialize to a considerable extent to maintain contr~l over his 
I subject matter as it is understood by his contemporaries. But 

( 

this special:i.zation brings us back to our earlier problem. At a 
time when there is much lamenting the inability of scientists to 

, understand humanists, and vice versa, it should be observed that 
l even among experienced English teachers, it is not easy for the 
t American literature specialist to understand the medievalist, for 

I the modern grammarian to understand the critical theorist, for 
the literary historian to understand the aesthetician. These are 
not mutually exclusive approa.ches to study_ in English. They 

r

. should be complementary. But a constant exchange of ideas is 
necessary for one to see the relationships, to see how the differ-

• ent schools of thought interact. Members of English departments 
f need frequent opportunities to listen to each other's ideas in 

organized, rational, uninterrupted presentations. It is profes
sionally disastrous to remain aloof from or arrogant towards an 
unfamiliar specialty. Thus,a very good school could have a staff 
of superbly qualified people in a variety of specialized areas, I 

( 
all working very hard, but not knowing much about what each of the 
others is doing. 
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At our college we decided, just before school started in the 
fall of 1963, to set aside a regular, arbitrarily-scheduled meet
ing hou_r each week for voluntary discussion of what we were doing. 
In recent years this has been each Tuesday afternoon at 4:30, 
with one of these Tuesdays each month devoted to ordinary depart
ment business. We are not available for other duties, including 
committee assignments, at that hour. Each interested member of 
the department commits himself voluntarily to one or two presen
tations a semester explaining an idea, an interpretation or a 
technique that he is working on. Each member knows that he will 
have an audience of his peers professionally interested in what 
he has to say, probably sympathetic to his objectives, certainly 
willing to learn, and perhaps even anxious to refute theantici
pated argument. 

thus reaching a wider audience. In addition, we have willingly 
listened to creative efforts, giving members of the faculty an 
opportunity to read their short stories and poems to a critically 
helpful audience. 

But the majority of papers deal with literary scholarship, 
sometimes just to test reactions to a "wild" idea, but usually 
with a view to subsequent publication. Although our department 
is relatively small, in harmony with the previously stated common 
objective of securing as diversified a faculty as possible, we 
have always enjoyed considerable breadth in our range of topics. 
For example, in continental literature, we have had a review of 
Benedetto Croce's Dante criticism, an interpretation of Isak 
Dinensen's "Alkmene," and several papers on Vilhelm Moberg's immi
grant trilogy. We have covered virtually the whole range of Eng
lish and American literature. There have been separate papers on 
nearly all of Chaucer's better known tales, on Shakespeare's 
sonnets, and on Julius Caesar, an explication of Donne's "The 
Relique," a study of Milton's sonnets using aesthetic principles 
of Susanne Langer, a comparison of Johnson's Rasselas with Vol-

The seminar sessions, usually announced a semester in advance, 
normally consist of a paper or notes by the scheduled speaker for 
30 to 4S minutes, this followed by general discussion of the pre
sentation in the time remaining, the meeting lasting perhaps as 
late as six o'clock. Out of our present staff of ten, average 
attendance is about seven. We started out, incidentally, with 
only five "regulars," four of whom are still with us. All mem
bers of the department, however, at one time or another have 
participated in the program. In addition to members of the 
English department, we have occasionally invited faculty from 
speech, education, religion, philosophy, history, and foreign 
languages to give papers, such presentations proYiding a review 

f 
taire' s Candide, papers tracing the shifts in moral standards 
from decade to decade in the works of minor Victorian novelists, 
an allegorical analysis of Tennyson's "Merlin and Vivien," and a 

of materials outside but related to our own field.-

The seminars have often been used to help improve our teaching. f 

variety of papers on such modern British writers as Lawrence 
Durrell, Joseph Conrad, Edith Sitwell, E. M ... Forster, and Robert 
Bridges. In addition,_ we have listened to explications of poems 
by Edward Taylor, an examination of Jonathan Edwards' theocratic 
ideal, a long series of papers on religious themes in nineteenth
century American novels, a review of Walt Whitman's scientific 
allusions in Leaves of Grass, and studies of works by such recent 
writers as Dos Passo's-; Farrell, Stevens, and Tate. 

For example, in meetings devoted to comparing the grading stan- . 
<lards for freshman and sophomore themes, the discussion has opened I Our seminar program adds up to an average of about twenty 
new questions about how a paper should be graded and even about '[ papers a year, or over a hundred so far. About forty of them have 
what properly could be asked for when assigning papers. At other been published in journals as varied as College English and 
times, we have been surprised at how much agreement exists about l NeuphilologiSche Mitteilungen, Scandinavian Studies and The 
the objectives of the department. Sometimes a faculty member Chaucer Review, The Explicator and The Huntington Library Quar-
gains an idea from one of these sessions for a better approach to terly, Church History and Cti ticism; Annuale Mediaevale and The 
composition or to a specific literary work, draws it up, and • Aryan Path; Discourse and The Midcontinent American Studies 
reports later on his plan. In addition, misguided approaches are Joi:Itri"al, this in a department that previously had been remarkably 
often cleared away after seminars concerning practical pedagogy. innocent of the thrills of competitive publication. Some of the 
For example, after one session we concluded that a paper assign- f best presentations, however, deal so emphatically with local 
ment for all sophomores on "Color Symbolism in Sir Gawain and the 1 problems as to be inappropriate for publication. Some have been 
Green Knight," though possible, allows for less than a full ( abandoned as projects because of deficiencies pointed out in sub-
spectrum of approaches. Similarly, a negative response to a l•· sequent discussion. Others are essentially still in progress; 
prospectus for a freshman English reader encouraged abandonment f and we always have a number of papers "in the mails." 
of another seemingly unpromising venture. l 

Generally, however, the results have been less shattering. A f 
number of reports on particularly successful composition assign- ~ 
ments, for example, that have seemed helpful to members of the 
department, have been published in Exercise Exchange,- College 
Composition and Communication, and Minnes~ta English Journal, 

3 

Aside from our sharing in the learning of our colleagues, the 
most helpful aspect of these seminars is the frank, sometimes 
picayunish or contentious criticism which the reader of the paper 
receives. Although some papers are met with deadly and dull 
silence--because the papers are deadly and dull--in general they 
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elicit a lively and worthwhile discussion. Even when those 
listening to the seminar do not understand the subject under dis- • 
cussion, they are often able to give valuable criticism regarding 
the_general scholarly principles underlying the paper as well as 
a~vi~e on_ matters of style. A faculty member interested in pub
lishing his paper learns to take seriously the criticism of his 
colleagues after hearing the same objections from editors to 
whom he has submitted his manuscript. As a result of this 

active ~1Le 

Kept by MRS. LUCILLE DUGGAN 
Richfield Senior High School 

To consider all of the assignments that are made throughout 

p~tte~, nearly ~11 papers are now revised following suggestions 
given in the seminars. 

I1:1 ?ur meetin~ room, we always have coffee available and try 
to eliminate routine announcements and mechanical details of 
departmental business, though the elimination of such details 
necessitate: eternal v_igilance. Very early in our experience we 
became convinced that several advantages have resulted from our 
se~inar tradition. First, it has encouraged a level of scholar
ship remarka~ly advan~e~over what-we had in previous years with 
the preparation of ongmal papers, reviews of books and journals, 
an~ exposure to unfamiliar areas of study. Secondly, we have 
gamed greate: ~war~mess of broader currents of thought on campus 
from the participation of faculty outside our department. Third
~Y, we ~av7 effected the transfer of scholarly techniques, crit
ical princ~ples~ and knowledge from the presentation of speakers 

f the land on any one day would be as staggering and as useless a 
task as to contemplate how many angels can dance on the head of a 
pin. A more profitable pursuit has been to distinguish the essen-

1 
tial elements of successful assignments. Teachers are aware of 
these. For instance, a good assignment must have value for the 
students. The teacher must believe that it can bring about de-

at the seminar into our own research and teaching. Fourthly, 
we have found practical solutions to teaching problems or uncer
ta~nties connected with experimental programs. Fifthly, we have 
gamed greater understanding of our colleagues' studies and 
greater respect for each other's scholarship, Le., greater 
morale or esprit d' ccitps. An_d finally, we are subjecting our
selves to the same kind of discipline and the same kind of crit
icism to which we subject our students. How better can we learn 
to teach them to write, to be critical to concern themselves 
with things that matter than by practi~ing ourselves what we 
teach? 

Professors Harrington and Suderman described their department 

seminar at the annual conference of the MCTE in Rochester in 

1968. 
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, sired leharning.Thit mayhbuild upon fonner learn~ngs and w~l~ lead 
on tooters. e teac er plans carefully, trying to anticipate 
problems students may encounter as they work. He presents the 
assignment clearly. He evaluates its success. Hopefully, some
where in this process his imagination sparks, he creates, and the 
assignment becomes an interesting or challenging one he can pre
sent with enthusiasm. Through study and experience teachers come 
to know many elements of a good assignment, yet the creation of 
such an assignment can be difficult and frustrating. 

l 
I 
f 
j 

A report of an interesting, imaginative assignment has been 
received by the editors of ME J. This was tried at the Institute 
of Agriculture at the UniversI'ty of Minnesota in a multi-section 
course in English composition under the direction of Ray Lynn 
Anderson (Ph.D., University of Minnesota, 1968), now Assistant 
Professor of Rhetoric at the University of Pittsburgh. The pur
pose of the course was to improve student writing through know
ledge and use of rhetorical principles. 

The first assignment of the course stressed the selection of a 
thesis statement and the development and organization of a para
graph. The student was given the following one-page statement of 
the assignment. • 

You are to write a one-paragraph (200 to 300 word) letter 
to the editor. The letter may be designed to register 
public protest (e.g., "The exit from Interstate 94 onto 12th 
St. in St. Paul is poorly designed") or refute previous 
letters (e.g., "I am disappointed in the report of a young 
man's senseless destruction of 165 harmless, beneficial garter 
snakes"), etc. 

Your letter should develop only one persuasive thesis. 
The thesis statement should be specific (e.g., "I agree 100 
percent with those who wrote regarding the half-time 'concert' 
given by the University of Minnesota marching band"). 

This assignment -assumes that persuasion ·is cumulative; 
that is, it develops through what might be called a process of 
addition. Typically, the writer introduces a topic (persuasive 
thesis) and then adds comments about it, which extend 
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throughout the manuscript. The comments about the thesis 
should develop and prove it to be true. Hence, care in 
paragraph development is the key to writing an effective 
letter to the editor. If the topic sentence is stated at 
the start of th 7 paragraph, persuasion (and paragraph) 
develops by moving outward from the thesis. If the topic 
sentence is withheld until the end of the paragraph, 
development of the persuasion moves toward it. 

Reviewed by TOM WAL TON, John F. Kennedy Elementary School, 

THE WILD HEART 
by Helen Griffiths 

Ely 

Pro?£ for· the thesis statement may be of any type. You The door is not open; it can be pushed open, however. What 

m~y wish to develop by comparison, exemplification, narra- I lies behind its solid surface? No single glance or first encoun-
tion, e~c. Alth?ugh this assignment does not emphasize .. terwill tell completely. Sometimes,' someone else must call atten-
supporting materials (proof), your instructor will insist 1

i-• tion to all that lies exposed when the door first swings away. 
th at th e comments in_ support of the thesis are relevant and , .: Books are like this. One such book is Helen Griffiths' The Wild 
consistent. 'Heart (Doubleday & Company, Inc., 1963). In her book, she ha:s-

~o de~ail of the form used in an effective letter to the •, offered teacher and student an opportunity to push open a door to 
editor is sacred, but here are twosuggestions to keep in mind: I a learnin~ experience together. 

1) The letter t? the editor should be relatively short. A The Wild Heart is not a book-to be read alone; it contains 
newspaper editor normally anticipates short and terse j impact that n~to be explored, shared, questioned, explained. 
comments from his readers and selects letters to be It is the story of a horse; but more, it is the story of struggle, 
printed partly on these grounds. d 

2) The salutation and ending of the letter should be of hope, of an encounter with reality that can, and does, en 
follows. as only in compromise that defies a better solution. This is an 

salutation (in italics): To the Editor: experience in compulsive involvement. 

ending (also in italics): Mr .. Johrt J; John, Slaton, In the intermediate grades, we explore our country from past, 
Minn. to present, to projected future; we extend to the world about us 

The letters-to-the~editor assignment was evaluated in several 
ways and consider 7d. a successful learning--e.xperience. Paragraphs 
were generally unified and well organized. Thesis statements 
w7re :peci~ic. This was considered an outcome not only of speci
f1c_d1rect1ons but of the student writers' sense of a particular 
au~1ence: More than a third of the· letters were subsequently 
printed ~n newspapers. Thus, another judgment of the writing 
was obtained, and perhaps more important, the students gained a I 
new awareness of a news medium which was receptive to their ideas. 
!he.practical result of this assignment was an impcrtant factor r 
rn 1~s success. Each student wrote knowing his letter might be 
published: He ~oli:hed his work. He took his position seriously 
and_exerc1sed his right as a citizen to express his opinion. The 
assignment focused upon the learning experience of the students 
and as such is certainly one that they won't forget. ' 

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 

_This column welcomes contributions that involve the e.xchange 
of ideas. Such_an exchange is particularly necessary now, as we 
abandon old scripts to take up new ones that call for teachers to 
move back out of the lights coming up on students hus.y learning 
down front and center. • 
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in the sru.ne manner. We embark upon a study of people and their 
gifts, their faults, and their potential; but, we explore through 
time and space which are hard to comprehend even as adults. Ex
ploring, even, under the guise of another child's name, as we do 
in many types of books, is often not enough to bridge miles and 
years. Helen Griffiths offers another vehicle--a horse. Our 
children know horses. They know them from farms, from stables, 
from books, and from T. V. With the rich imagination of a child 
it is easy to feel empathy for an animal--for the urge to be free. 
Somehow it is easy to become involved, to travel through space and 
time, to be La Bruja, witch of the South American pampas. 

La Bruja, the witch! What an appealing name! What child does 
not like to wash a word around in his mouth that does not crop up 
in our everyday language? The Wild Heart is full of foreign or 
English words new or unusual tocni"r intermediate graders. There is 
challenge here for every reader. There is challenge for the read
ing teacher, too, for the book is full of the techniques of 1i tera
ture. A great deal of foreshadowing is employed as La Bruja is 
introduced, grows from filly to witch of the pampas, thwarts the 

' half-savage men she· encounters, and ultimately reaches the point 
of compromise. 

This is a story of trusting, wild animals encountering·man and 
man's brutality for the first time with disastrous results as evi
denced by some species in our own country. There are savage and 
half-savage peoples, reminders of our own past civilizations. 
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There • • / ■--■■ lJt€R.\RY CRltJCISffi BY 
. is a need t~ build ev.ent upon event to discover the full a•wt-1! cotter.€ enr.t1sh 1naJORS: 

meaning of La BruJa. There may be tears as the book takes the •--■- ~ ~ 

reader to a~ encounter with ~ 'lliappy ending." Allusions are maj post WORl~ W aR two ~1ct1on 
to_mythologic~l_creatures and Biblical characters to emphasize a . • 

~~int. _The si~ile is employed to aid in understanding; oral . The Conference for English Majors 
iscussions bring more from teacher and students. / 

By GERALD THORSON 

Marlboro cigarette ads, farm magazines, horse magazines and/ St. Olaf Co liege, Northfield 

weste:11 scen 7s offe~. a wealth. of material to accompany this' book''. . 
M~

1
inen~ ~ll.cka~ Misty of Cl-\incoteague, and books by Will James For depart~ent 7 ~f- E~ghsh in the private colleges of Minne-

wi e~ric the_impact of The Wild Heart. A section of The Wild sota, one oft e hi? lig 7s of the year has bee~ the annual 

Heart is found in the fifth grade reader• Wide Hor·. n CS-U- Conference for English MaJors. Not only has this event proved to 

Foresman and Co., 1965). ' -- izo 5 co ' 
1
be an effective stimulus for literary scholarship by undergrad-
uates, .but it has also been influential in promoting cooperation 

(among the department faculties. 

, Begun by Sister M. Joselyn, then chairman of the Department 
•
1
of English at the College of St. Scholastica, the Conference for 
English Majors had its first meeting in December 1955 on the 

/Duluth campus. Eight colleges were represented, with two students 
lfrom each college presenting papers on some literary topic. Since 
[then the conference has been held annually in the spring of each 
.year, with sessions usually running from early afternoon to a r ___________________________ ..:_ _ _Jluncheon the following day. 

MANUSCRIPTS WANTED 

Focus for_the 1969-70 edition of Class:tciom·Practices in 
~h7 Te~c~in~ of·Ertg~ish_is on the following topic: 
Hinori ties. Communicati.ng the Dream's Responsibi Ii ties." 

If you ha~e wre7tled with this problem or if you plan to 
wrestle with this problem in some organized way won't 
you shar 7 your ideas :-Ii ~h your fellow English t;achers? 
The ~omm~ttee o~ Promising Practices in the Teaching of 
English i 7 looking for descriptive classroom strategies 
for engag~ng students with this important focus. If you 
have a ~uick, one-page description of some strategy·that 
wo7ked_in your ~la 7sroom, or if you have a long range, 
~nit-like des~ription about how you addressed this topic 
in yo~r t7aching, won't you please take some time to 
descr~be_it? Reports, one-page quickies, or detailed 
descriptions (about 1200 words) should be sent by Apr"l 
5 to: i 

Dr. Edward R. Fagan 
178 Chambers Building 

Basic in the format of the conference have been student papers 
--generally two from each college participating. Sometimes there 

1 have been panel discussions or small group discussions of specific 
works. A lecture by a prominent literary scholar--Frederick 
Hoffman, Richard Ellmann, Allen Tate, among others--has generally 
been a part of the program. 

The conference has not been the product of a formal organiza
tion. The host colleges have been free to select the topic and 
the dates of the conference and to make any specific arrangements 
desired. Topics have ranged from the more general--Modern Man in 
His Literature, The Victorian Novel, and Modern European Drama-
to those concentrating on one author--Shakespeare, Joyce, Conrad, 
Yeats, Swift, Faulkner. 

The thirteenth annual conference, at which the papers printed 
in this issue were read, was sponsored by Carleton and St. Olaf 
colleges last February 1968. The topic of the meeting was Post 

'World War II Fiction. Twenty-five papers were given by English 
majors. A panel discussion by four students from Gus~avus Adol-· 
phus College on John Barth's ·Toe·sot~weed·Factor was followed by 
group discussions of the noveY-:- Professor Carl Bode, University 
of Maryland, spoke on "Literature without Tears" at the evening 
banquet. 

Concordia College, Moorhead, was the host at the fourteenth 
J conference in February 1969. Papers and discussions centered on 

______________________________ _JI Post World War II Poetry, concentrating on Robert Lowell, Richard 

Wilbur, Theodore Roethke, Allen Ginsburg, John Berryman, James 
Dickey, Denise Levertov, and Brother Antoninus. Papers from this 

University Park, Pennsylvania 16802 
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most recent conference will be printed subsequently in the ME J. I 

l ... , 

I 
i 

"'< J.P. DONLEAVY'S SEBASTIA~ DANGERFIELD AND SAMUELS: 

QUESTION AND ANSWER 

by Richard E. Dana, Macalester College I 
Saul Bellow, in a lecture on recent American fiction, (Recent f 

American Fiction. Washington, D.C.: Government Printing Office, f. 

1963. P. 10.) asserted that "modern literature is not satisfied 
simply to dismiss a romantic, outmoded conception of the Self. 
In a spirit of deepest vengefulness it curses it. It hates it. , 
It rends it, annihilates it. I would rather have the maddest chaosl 
it can invoke than a conception of life it has found false." 
J. P. Donleavy's novels The Ginger Man (All references to The ( 
Ginger Man are based on the Berkley Medallion Books edi tion:-1965 .. ', 
and TheSaddest Summer of SalilUel ~ (All references to·The Saddest l 
Summer of SalilUel S. are based on the Dell Paperback edition, 1967.) 1 take part quite vfgorously in this destruction of the old order. J 
Donleavy's attacks need not be read as sheer destruction, however.'/ 
If in The Ginger Man Donleavy is questioning the values, the I 
realities of life as we accept them, then in Samuel S he confronts 1 

his earlier charges by showing that the nihilistic attitudes of 
Sebastian Dangerfield are not a satisfactory alternative. 

The Ginger Man is the story of one Sebastian Dangerfield, an ;,. 
American ex-G. I:-Ti ving in Dublin and supposedly working for a law . 
degree at Trinity College. He is married to an English girl, r 
Marion and has a daughter, Felicity. Far from concentrating on ._(_ 
his degree work, however, Danger devotes his life to drinking and 
seduction. He is waiting for his father to die so he will ·come 1 into his inheritance, and he finds enough money to lead his I 
roguish life by eluding· creditors, borrowing from friends, hocking fl. 
other people's property and stealing the coins his wife has set 
aside for the baby's milk. 

.... 1 The effect of the novel is wickedly comic, but never glamorous·,[ 
Although Danger never really attempts to become successful, he does, 
at times, desire to be wealthy, comfortable, influential, and re- ( 
pectab le. Looking for the future, but never preparing for it, ,

1
• 

Danger tells his wife that "when we get our hose in the West with " 
Kerry cattle out on the hills sucking up the grass and I'm Danger- ,l 
field K. C. , things wi 11 be fine again." (P. 48.) Donleavy allows 
his hero to sing a little poem at the end of each section, and 
these poems are "Usually a sardonic commentary on the futility of 
whatever action may have preceded it." (Ihab Hassan; • Radical • I:nrto- r 
cence. Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1961. P. 199.) 
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Thus, early in the novel, Danger prays: 
And dear God 
Give me strength 
To put my shoulder 
To the wheel 
And push 
Like the rest. (P. 31.) 

Dangerfield never does "put his shoulder to the wheel," though, 
and he releases himself from the responsibility of effort. Instead 
he asks: 

Come Holy Ghost 
And fill my 
Faithful Belly. (P. 66.) 

Desiring only drink and sex, Dangerfield ge~s along_well as an 
· d' 'dual· he is enough of a con-man to establish credit at numer-in ivi , . d d H • t stores and he successfully escapes his lan lor s. e is no, 
~~!ever s~ooth enough to be admired. He rides a tram for some 
time wi~h his fly open, to the amazement of the ~ther passengers. 
His wife leaves him, and he has a dream about being the o~ly o~e 
in his class to fail the law exam. He delights in tampering ~1th 
the plumbing so his wife is covered with excre~ent. Yet despite 
his low-down ways, he is never caught. Th7re is al~ays ~n out, 
something always turns up, and Danger survives, taking life for 
everything it's worth. 

On the land 
A plant 
On the plant 
A leaf. 
This man 
Ate 
The leaf. (P. 122 

d • " D Always living on what appears to be •~orrowe time, anger-
field moves from one sexual experience to another, from th 7 last 
drink to the next. Although he seems able to get those things 
which are important, he knows the future is not bright as he 
thinks: 

There was a man 
Who made a boat 
To sail away 
And it sank. (P. 162.) 

As things grow worse, he is even more accurate in evaluating his 
condition: 

This man 
Stood in the street 
And stamped his feet 
And no one heard him. (P. 189.) 

He finally leaves Dubli1; for ~ngland,. aided ~y the money his 
working-girl mistress has given him. He 1s looking for the new 
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life, the big welcome, but for a moment receives w~at he deser • stained never opened windows." (P. 5.) Middle-_age was taking its 

He stood on the platform wondering what to .do. He says of th/es1 toll, and Samuel was forced to watch his diet and his drinking 

other passengers, "I see them all greeted with kisses.' I carefully. He devised a_"rhythmof life and a trickle of income," 

And not but life was merely an existence. "And so Samuel S. skied down 

One 'j the spiritual slopes towards the buds of May and his continental 

For me." (P. 257.) summer. With an odd dipping of a ski pole in a deep depression." 
(P. 7.) The summer that approached was not a happy one, and 

. While in London, Danger lives with the Irish girl who gave .. 11

7lowly, with much ~arning his money ran out. And
11

Samuel S. went 

h7m enough money to get there, and he receives news finally of j silently under. _Skis, poles, and al~. Deep down. (P. 9.) He 

hi 7 father's death. The inheritance is in a trust fund, however j'we~t from one fn.end to another begging for money. When he w~s 

which Danger cannot spend until he reaches forty-seven, twenty ' evicted, he borrowed money to pay back rent, rather than running 

years away. His financial straits are suddenly overcome howeve i like the younger Sebastian would have done. When confronted by 

when a long-lost friend appears with enough money for ev;ryone. r; his new landlady, he pleaded for. "a normal sexual relationship"; 

Danger concludes the book and this part of the story asking for • and when short-changed by a retail clerk, he lets the matter pass 

"God's mercy by, resigning himself to a quiet, undisturbed way of life. He 

On the wild I knows he has "grown soft and fat on failure instead of success. 

Ginger Man." (P. 304.) Standing alone in the middle of a great big zero." (P. 31.) He 

I. 
tells his psychiatrist that he "wants to get straightened out," 

The ending is doubly effective: since money, in Danger's and that he's "so lonely. Really really lonely." (P. 39.) 

world without social or moral goals, is an absurdity, and since 1·· 

the rewar~ is purely a product of chance, Danger's association The one big incident in the novel centers around:samuel's 

betw_een his good. fortune and God's mercy is a matter of irony. relationship with an. Amer~can tourist, a girl half his age ~ho 

The whole novel is, for all that, a matter of irony. Traditional·' wants to go to bed with him. Unable to revert to the old life, 

valu7s have ceased to have any significance. Dangerfield is es- r the life of Sebastian Dangerfield, Samuel wants desperately to 

7ent 7ally ~n outsider, and one with no scruples. Ihab Hassan, ·; establish a more respectable, lasting relationship with the girl. 

in his Radical Irtrtocertce, asserts that "The.Ginger Man is neither I He is unsuccessful, and writes the following epitaph for himself 

a profound nor a happy work. The insights"of its hero are elu- 'when the relationship ends: 

sive; his self-awareness is so entirely ironic that it permits 
no explicit statement of values on his part. 11 (Pp. 199-200.) 

_ . In fact, Donleavy seems to say irt The Ginger Man that virtue 
is its_own punishment, and that the man who gets along in the 
world is the ~ne _ who ignores (or is it accepts?) the way of the r 
~orld. If thi: is ~onleavy's statement, it is quite pessimistic;.~ 
in order to enJoy life, we too may as well become impostors, / 

scoun~re~s, cheats, whoremo_ngers, and drunks. Donleavy is indeed 
questioning t~e very e7sence ?four soc~al order, and it does not I 
come out looking good in the interrogation. What then is our ,.I 
alternative? j 

Donleavy's later novel, The Saddest Summer of Samuels may I 
be read as the answer to the questions of the first work._, Con- .J 
siderably 7hort 7r, and lacking in action, Samuel~ is the story / 
o~ an American in Europe. Sammy is about forty, and is the \ 

m7ddle-age proto-type of Sebastian Dangerfield. He has a past f 
history of considerable drinking and sexing, but is no longer the'" 

exubera~t rogue. What little money he does have, mostly borrowed t 
fr?m frien~s, he spen~s on hi 7 weekly sessions with a psychia- ( 

tn.st. While Dangerfield's life was never glamorous, at least it.,, 
was exciting; Samuel's is neither. ( 

r 

Samuel "lived in a grey shadowy street ... behind four dirt 
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He was 
If nothing 
A Nice guy. (P. 69.) 

He is at the bottom now. He has reduced everything to fail
ure. Only the psychiatrist is left, and he deserts Samuel. This 
is the end. He can't even tell Herr Doctor about the dream, a
bout being crushed up against the wheels of a train. He was 
dying, and wanted his friends to think he was brave, kept his 
mouth shut, and said nothing at all instead of dying while scream
ing in pain. 

Sammy 
Like 
A summer fly 
Waltzes out 
And wobbles 
In the winter. (P. 93.) 

This "saddest summer" will be followed by a final sad winter for 
Samuel S. 

Donleavy has quite drastically changed his tune irt Samuels. 
We are confronted with the man who was· an impostor, scoundrel, 
cheat, whoremonger, and drunk, but who·rtow is forced to look back 
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on his_ life and_see ~othing. Even his attempts to become a member/ 
of society end_in failure, as h7 has been a Dangerfield too long."t,against an adversary; it is an inward struggle. A modern anti

Although the_picture of Dangerfield in The Ginger Man suggested I 
Hero is much given to asking questions like "Who am I?" and "Where 

absolute ~en7al of the values of ordered society, the picture of ~ am I going?" and "Is it all worth it?" and is likely to come up 

~amuel S in~icates the futility of being such an outsider. SamueJj with some negative answers if, indeed, he manages to come up with 

is the outsider who finds, quite painfully, that one does not _ any answers at all. As Dostoevsky's anti-Hero in Notes from the 

~scape ~ain by going underground. Neither Samuel nor Dangerfield Underground explains. "We don't even know where living existS:-

reconcile themselves to the realities which, for better or worse• what it is, and what it is called." (New York, 1960. P. 115,) 

This anti-Hero is a much less tidy and comfortable 
concept than the social hero since--being deprived of 
social sanctions--he is always trying to define himself. 
He is always represented as being groping, puzzled, cross, 
mocking, frustrated, isolated in his manful or blundering 
attempts to establish his own personal suprasocial codes. 
(Sean O'Faolain, The Vanishing Hero. Boston, 1957. P. 19.) 

we come to accept." (Radical Innocence, Pp. 200-20.) Donleavy '¥ 
has ans~ered one of the questions posed by The Ginger Man. The !
Dangerfield way is def~nitely not a desirable course f~us to I 
tak7. A~so, ~onleavy is much more optimistic about the future of j 
society ~n this later novel. Samuel is crushed beneath the wheels 
of a tram, b1;1t the other people go on living within the establish'. 
ed order. While Donleavy certainly isn't saying that our realitie 
are overly beneficial and that we have to reassert that "romantic i 

outmoded con7eption of the Self," he is saying that we nrust at ' 
least work within the limits. This may leave us with two almost ! ·The 7ontempora:y ~nti-Hero in fiction is an existential man, 

equally unacceptable alternatives: conform or die. Ma . full of inward anxieties. If this is our concept, then Alan 

society may be truly comic, but man outside society Se~a~~ian f Sillitoe's hero in Loneliness of the Long.:.Distance Runner is not a 

Danger~ield a~d Samuel s, soon ceases to be comic, ;nd is only "·· typical modern anti:--Hero. _He cann?t be 7onsidered a_modern anti

pathetic. This conclusion was anticipated early in The.Gin et M J Hero because, although he is an existential man, he is not full of 

by Dangerfield's friend and companion who sang: -- ~ ~1 inward anxieties, he is not vainly attempting to establish his own 
·r suprasocial codes, he understands what life is and wouldn't think 

In this sad room 
In this dark gloom 
We live like beasts. (P. 18.) 

Donleavy certainly, despite his irony and humor, does present us 
with the acceptable alternative, the only real alternative: 

And dear God 
Give me strength 
To put my shoulder 
To the wheel 
And push 
Like the rest. (P. 31_.) 

ALLAN SILLITOE'S LONELY HERO 

by Jennifer Obst, St. Catherine's College 

I 
1-

j 
~1 

Sean O'Fa?l~in, in ~is book The Vanishing Hero, traces what he f 
sees as the disintegration of the conventionalc:oncept of the 
social hero in modern fiction and the development of a new type of3 7 

hero. The hero o~ fiction had been the morally respectable man, 
th e not t~o comp~1cated crea.,:ture of, for instance, Stevenson's, ort· 
:11ackeray y or D1cke~s I novels• This new hero, on the other hand,., 
is a very i~trospect 7ve creature, who has rejected society and its 1 

values and is s7arching for some of his own. The modern hero is l 
actually an anti-Hero. His struggle is not an external struggle 
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of running away from it. 

Sillitoe's .hero is Smith, a Borstal (reformatory) boy of seven
teen, who is allowed to train for a big race by going for long 
solitary runs through the fields and woods and who then deliberately 
fumbles the race within sight of the rope. From his long solilo-
quies· while he is training we get a clear picture of his view of 
life. Smith's society is a slum society, a material world where 
only immediate goods can be counted on--the pleasures of beer, 
women, fags and the telly. In this society Smith sees two opposed 
classes--the In-laws, the governor, the copp_ers, the "snotty-nosed 
dukes and ladies" who make the rules and dangle the bait, and the 
Out-laws, who break the rules and who try to nibble the bait with
out getting hooked. Smith, as a member of the Out-law class, 

: accepts this conflict matter-of-factly. As he says, "We don't see 
eye to eye with them and they don't see eye to eye with us so .that's 
how it stands and how it will always stand." (Loneliness of the 
• Long.:.Distance Runner, p. 7.) - --

Sillitoe's hero, unlike the modern anti-Hero, is not dismayed 
by this situation. He lives in a slum world, which to anyone who 
had lived in a more comfortable setting would be a spirit-breaking 
machine that could only degrade him. • But as he happened to be 
born there and not elsewhere, to him it is not the worst kind of 
life, or even anything to be afaid of. (John Rosselli, "A Cry from 
the Brick Streets, II The Reporter, Nov. 10, 1960, p. 40.) In con
trast to the modern anti-Hero who is introspective and bewildered, 
Sillitoe's hero is distinctly free from anxiety or self-doubt. He 
has, an a matter of fact, a strong ~ense of his own worth. He knows 
that "what counts in this life is cunning" and he knows he is more 
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cunning than the In-laws. 
dead. As he says: 

He knows that he is alive and they nr James Gindin says, "None of Sillitoe's characters talk of brother
•hood or united action, they simply realize that others are caught 
in the same way they are." ("Alan Sillitoe' s Jungl 7," Post~ar 

, British Fiction, Los Angeles, 1962. P. 19.) If Srni7h reali 7es_ 
that many must run the same race, he knows that ultim~tely 7t is 
a race that each one must run by himself. The only time Sm7th 

At the moment it's dead blokes like the governor 
as have the whip hand over blokes like me, and I'm almost 
dead sure it will always be like that but even so, by 
Christ, I'd rather be like I arn--always on the run and 
breaking into shops for a packet of fags and a jar of jam- -
than have the whip-hand over somebody else and be dead from 
the toenails up." ,(Loneliness, p. 13.) 

Smith deliberately loses the governor's race because he will not· 
join the system that trained and ordered and jailed him. Althoui, 
losing means six more months of carting dustbins and scrubbing 1 

floors instead of kindness from the governor and easy jobs, the 
runner is too proud to lose his own race. 

Smith is not searching for values as any self-respecting I 
modern hero should be doing. The essence of the code Srni th lives 
by is honesty. To be honest is to be true to himself and admit 
that between the In-laws and the Out-laws there can be nothing 
but war. He has respect for those that admit this and nothing bu 
cornternpt for those like the governor who pretend to ignore it. 
He says: 

At least Old Hi1;°br-face the plain-clothes dick was 
honester than the governor, because he at any rate had had 
it in for me and I for him and when my case was corning up 
in court a copper knocked at our front door at 4 o'clock 
in the morning and got my mother out of bed when she was 
paralytic tired, reminding her she had to be in court at 
dead on half-past nine. It was the finest bit of spite .I've.r· 
ever heard of, but I would call it honest, the same as my 
Mara's words were honest when she really told that copper .: 
what she thought of him and called him all the dirty names 
she'd ever heard of, which took her half an hour and woke 
the terrace up. (Lortelirtess, p. 37.) 

Sillitoe's hero hates phonies as much as Salinger's anti-Hero, 
Holden Caulfield, hates them. But Smith does not feel threatened/' 
by their hypocrisy as Holden Caulfield does. Smith recognizes . 
it and rejects it, with contempt. ··[ 

Another characteristic that distinguishes the Sillitoe hero , 
from the typical anti-Hero is Smith's class-consciousness. He is~ 
quite willing to call himself a member of the Out-law class, whil-1 ., 
the anti-Hero rejects any sort of class affiliation. Actually, • 
however, this membership does not decrease Smith's alienation or . '(· 
loneliness. He does feel a certain unity with his fellow Out-lawi 
he knows his pals are rooting for him when he refuses to win the ,-i 
governor's race, he is glad his mate Mike, who helped him with the 
bakery job that put him in the Borstal in the first place, escaped 
scot free. But this fellow-feeling is pretty superficial. As 
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will stop running alone is, as he says "when I'm dead ... Until then 
I'm a long-distance runner crossing country all on my own no 
matter how bad it feels." (Loneliness, p.44.) 

His loneliness, then, he shares with the modern anti-~er?· 
The cause of his loneliness, however, sets him apart. This is . 
perhaps the main distinction between Silli~oe's hero and th 7 anti
Hero. His loneliness stems not from refusing to have anythi~g to 
do with society, refusing to even fight it as the modern an~i-Hero, 
for example the Meursault, does, but from exactly the opposite 
attitude. To use a metaphor Sillitoe uses in his novel Saturday 
Night and Sunday Morning, his hero bites the bait the In~law: hold 
out forhirn, then fights at the line, refusing to be hauled in . 
passively. He is fighting alone, but he is not fright 7ned o~ h7s 
aloneness like the anti-Hero, as a matter of fact, he is relishing 
the fight. As Arthur Seaton, the young brash, factory worker and 
hero of Saturday Night and Suri.day Morning, says, "If you went 
through life refusing all the bait dangled before you, that would 
be no life at all. No changes would be made and you would have 
nothing to fight .against. Life would be as dull as ditchwater." 
• (Saturday Night, p. 188.) 

This view is the direct opposite of the one held by an anti
Hero like Dostoevsky's irt Notes•from·the Underground, who says, 
"We are all divorced from life, we are all cripples, every?ne of 
us, more or less. We are so far divorced from it that we immed
iately feel a sort of loathing for actual 'real life' and so can
not even stand to be reminded of it." (P. 114.) 

Srni th' s view of his existence is "It's a good life, if you 
don't give into the coppers and Borstal-bosses and the rest of 
them bastard-faced In-laws." (Loneliness, p. 11.) Seaton draws 
the same conclusion; "Well it's a good life and a good world, all 
said and done, if you don't weaken." _(Saturday Night, p. 190.) 

Sillitoe's hero won't weaken, because there is a tough core 
of individuality in him that the In-laws cannot.touch, that .. 
society cannot violate. This proud, stubborn, indep 7ndent :pirit 
is the source of his loneliness, and the source of his heroism. 
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MALAMUD AND THE MESSAGE OF HOPE 

by Marygail Gilly, College of St. Scholastica 

started yet. George thinks he has only a few more days of pres-
~tige left, but finds instead that people now believe he has finish
ed all one hundred books. He realizes that only Mr. Cattanza could 
have circulated such a story since his own family has become quite 
skeptical about the situation. George knows that Mr. Cattanza has 
tried to help him maintain the respect of others he needs so much. 
He also knows that somehow he must live up to the expectations of 
the older man. One night in early fall, he goes to the library, 
counts off one hundred books, sits down and.begins reading. Thus 
he finally becomes honest with himself, which enables him not only 
to accept himself for what he is, but also to try to make that 
self a better one. 

Both in his writings and in his philosophy of writing, Bernard'f 
Malamud expresses a more optimistic view of man than most other 
contemporary writers. As he himself states: "The purpose of the 
writer is to keep civilization from destroying itself. But withour 
preachment. Artists cannot be ministers. As soon as they attempt I 
it, they destroy their artistry. To me writing must be true; it, I 
must have emotional depth, it must be imaginative. It must in- ! 
flame, destroy, change the reader." (Current Biography~ New York, 
1958. P. 372.) The adherence to this belief can be seen both in 
Malamud's short stories and in his novels. There is, in each work~j This hope of a better life after evolution from deception can 
a striving for some kind of morality, whether it be found in a also be seen quite clearly in Malamud's most recent novel The 
search for personal integrity, in the successful solution of an y' Fixer. Yakov Bok, a Jewish peasant who lives in the Russia of the 

. early 1900 1 s and who has been deserted by his wife after five and 
identity crisis, or in the·deflating realization that the world 15. ·one half years of a barren marriage, leaves his small village 
not as good a place as it was thought to be. Malamud, though he 
creates an atmosphere conducive to morality, does not preach. He hoping to find a more rewarding life, both personally and finan-
never becomes didactic because of the charm and humor of his char- cially, in the city of Kiev. However, he finds his situation in 

the ghetto of Kiev no better until the day he saves a rich.Russian 
acter development, his ironic Jewish humor, and his unstinting ! merchant with a tendency toward alcoholism from suffocating in 
belief that each man has embedded within him the basic quality of 
honesty which needs only a crisis in human relations or in the the snow. The deception begins as Bok at first hesitantly accepts 
environment to be realized. a commission from the man to refinish some rooms in the house. 

Because the merchant wears the pin of One Hundred Eagles, signi-
This capacity to become better, to develop a freer and thus fying his anti-Semitism, Bok does not reveal himsP-lf as a Jew. 

more fulfilling personality can be seen in many of the short The deception grows as Bok accepts a job from the merchant as 
overseer of his brickyards. It is rather ironic to note that he stories, but especially in "A Summer's Reading," and also in the 

novel The Fixer. In both of these works, Malamud's characters is hated by the other workers for his honesty in counting and 
have a desire for a better life, even though they may not be aware)·. loading bricks. However, Bok's religion is discovered when a 
of this in the beginning of the story. The agent which precipi- I young Christian Boy whom he has often chased from the brickyards 

I is found murdered about the time of the Jewish Passover feast. tates the crisis in these stories is a form of deception. AlthougN 
the characters first refuse to face reality as it is, but rather ! Bok is seized and although the prosecutors know who the real mur
try to shape it to their own lives, they eventually come to the " derer is, they charge him not only with the murder, but also with 
realization that they must face reality objectively. It is this many other unspeakable atrocities. He is beguiled, humiliated, 
evolution from deception that shows the development of the unique- thre~tene~, ~nd tortured so that he will confess ~is guil~, but 
ness of each character, and the hope man gains by being strong h d d . h t f th h h 1 . t b 1- B k , , · I knowing his innocence, he refuses to do so. By w1thstand1ng the 

h • · f h' lf d h' 'd 1 , atre an pun1s men o ose w om e rea 1zes o e 1ars, o enoug to perceive a true perspective o 1mse an 1s 1 eo ogy ·t· f ht h . d h' l"f • d h b 
in relation to the rest of mankind. c?mes to a recogn1 10n o w a e 1s, an 1s 1 e 1s, an e e-

,

1 

.. gins to accept that knowledge. Because he has been able to become 
In the story "A Summer's Reading," George Stoyonovich, a high- a truly free thinker, he i~ fr 7e as a human bei1;g, i~ not in the 

school drop-out with no job and not much ambition, concocts the '/ eyes of th~ law, at least.in his own eyes: It is this persona~ 
t th th · d' h d db k d • th t struggle with and resolution of the question of freedom that gives s ory a e 1s lf'P.a 1ng one un re oo s ur1ng e summer o l . . . . . . 

"improve his education." The reason George dreams up such a story± the reader hope that Bok will become free in the sight of all. 
is that he wants people to like and respect him, especially Mr. i• However, Malamud does not limit the hope of a better life to 
Cattanza, who is more educated than the other people in the neigh- those who have the courage to struggle with self-deception. This 
borhood. Mr. Cattanza circulates the story so that George feels : same hope is shared by those simJ>le yet strong souls who spend 
more acceptable among society. The deception botl'l.ers George and he) their whole lives workin. g for the g.oal they know will enable then to 
begins to avoid Mr. Cattanza, yet he fails to read even one book, ,• attain at least a semblance of happiness. In the short stories 
and fails to realize the gravity of the deception he has become "Idiots First" and "The First Seven Year," the heroes, while not 
involved in until one night he meets the older man and realizes explicitly receiving their wish for life-long happiness, at least 
that Mr. Cattanza knows that the one hundred books haven't been come within reasonable distance of it, because of their ability 
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to accept and surmoWlt suffering. In the story "Idiots First " 
Mendel is a man who knows he is going to die at any time, yet' h . The failure of a character such as Henry Levin to achieve any 
refuses to give into death until his idiot son Isaac is safely- ·~sense of fulfillment in life is due to the fact that he will not 
the train on his way to living with his Uncle Leo. In order to vr, allow his basic dignity to develop. He denies his own identity, 
achieve this dream, Mende 1 has pawned everything he owns, and mu,· ·thus denying his own dignity and that of others. Levin, who has 
ai.durethe coldness of the weather, the pseudo-charity of a so- j ironically changed his name to Freeman, is a handsome man of thir-
called philanthropist named Mr. Fishbein, who offers a chicken ty, who has recently received an inheritance. He decides to go to 
dinner instead of the train fare, and a rabbi's shrewish wife. Italy, so that he can learn how to live. However, since he knows 
must also elude a rather fantastic character named Ginzburg, who no one, his kindly-hearted landlady suggests he take a tour of 
represents the Angel of Death. Although Ginzburg is always one some of the neighboring islands. He does so, and discovers that 
step ahead of Mendel, and there is a terrifying struggle betwee; no one is allowed to wander alone on the islands. However, on 
them in the end of the story, Mendel, through his single-minded-, one of them he sees a beautiful young woman, Isabella del Dongo, 
ness and selflessness transcends what Ginzburg stolidly calls thd after whose family the island is named. When they meet, she asks 
law, and gains his happiness in seeing Isaac on the train. ✓- Freeman if he is Jewish, to which he replies he is not. She asks 

Th" 
1 

him again; again, he denies his Jewish origin. Although there 
is sam: e ement_of selflessness which leads to happiness are many warnings concerning honesty Freeman insists he is not 

can be seen in "The First Seven Yea~s " Sob 1 th h k , <q· • • '· • • . ,. •. e , e s oema er s a Jew. Because he is ashamed of his identity becaust he is con-
assistant could h~ve found a much better job with higher wages,, ,vinced he has no dignity, Freeman is punished,for his masquerade. 
but chose to remain poor because of his l?ve f?r the shoemaker's On the night he asks Isabella to marry him, she asks him for the 
daughter. For s7ven years, Sobel has den~e~ hi~self everything I, last time if he is a Jew. For the last time, he denies his dig
th at would ~onstitut: a b7tter means of living in order to ulti-f nity. Isabella then reveals a faint blue line of numbers on her 
mately attain a happi 7r li~e: Through these years, he has been~,-breast, denoting her as a Jewish war victim. To marry Freeman, 
~ontent to converse with Miriam, but now that her father is try- a non-Jew would be to turn against her own dignity as a person. 
ing to marry her off to. those he thinks eligible, Sobel, just as\· Her answe; to Freeman as she leaves him alone in a garden of 
Mendel has done, tackles his own Ginzburg. Because of Sobel's cold marble statues i~ indicative of Malamud's philosophy: "I 
P7rseve7ence thro1;1gh t~e years~ a1:d his courage to speak at the" can't marry you. We are Jews. My past is meaningful to me. I 
right time asserting his ?wn ~ignity as a man, Feld, the shoemakd treasure what I suffered for." (Malamud, "Lady of the Lake," in
comes t? a m?m7nt of realization and must grant Sobel the chance,•··Toe·Magic·Battel, New York, 1958. P. 118.) 

. to receive Miriam's love. This realization comes to Feld after 
Sobel's stunning demand, and the shoemaker then knows why he has However, it is not only the characters but also the humor in 
been thwarted in his attempts to marry off Miriam. He has been i: Malamud's works which emphasizes the fact that man can somehow 
concerned mainly with his own satisfaction of seeing his daughter denounce a cynical attitude in the most deplorable conditions and 
well off, and has given no thought either to her desires as a , come to terms with them. Malamud's chief techniques are his out
woman, or to Sobel's dignity as a human being. He is enraged, f r~g701;1s se1:se of.Jewish ~umor,_which_ad~s a wry ~ouch to the se1:
but he is also helpless: "he realized that what he had call d ,.~, sitivitywith which he views life; his irony, which shows that if 
ugly was not Sobel, but Miriam's life if she married him. H: 'm 7n allo~ their bas~c quality ?f honesty to ~row, ~hey willful-
felt for his daughter a strange and gripping sorrow, as if she I fill t~eir true des~res~ and his fantasy, which points out the 
were already Sobel's bride, the wife after all of a shoemaker, I absurdity of the reJection of one man by another. 
and had in her life no more than her mother had had. 11 (Bernard _ Since Malamud is an American of the Jewish religion, he has 
Malamud, "The First Seven Years," iri' The Magic Bartel, New York,. expressed a great concern about the Jews. As he says: "I write 
1958. P. 18.) The fact that Feld realizes the selfishness of hisl about them because the Jews are absolutely the very stuff of 
dreams and his indignity committed against the other man leaves .'. .. drama ••• The suffering of the Jews is a very distinct thing for 
chance for reconciliation between the forces of selflessness and i me._ I believe that not eno_ugh has been made of the tragedy of 
selfishness in this story. But it is for characters like Feld whcl the destruction of six million Jews ••• Somebody has to cry, even 
fail to see the harm in degrading oneself and in denying the dig·( if it's just a writer twenty years later." (Current Biography, 
nity of men, that Malamud sees no hope. As Earl Rovit points 1, p. 372.) Yet although Malamud writes a~out th_e Je~s with ~ t~e 
out: "Mal~u~ se

7
ms to insist that there is a way of escaping J concern, he does not do_so m7rely to point out their peculiarity 

the fatal limitations of the human condition. Man need not re- . as a people, as an ethnic writer or teller of folk tales would. 
main buried in the isolation of himself. He must ~ccept the \ A~though the car~catures of Jewish life and expression are par
fatality of his own identity--be it Jew or Gentile, success or ,., tially valuable in themselves, because of the preciseness and 
failure--and working within that identity, transcend himself and/ ~ungen':e of their wry presentation, they contain a universality 
burst his prison." ("Bernard Malamud and the Jewish Literary rn their portrayal that extends beyond the Jewish people to the 
Tradition," Critique III, Winter~ 1960. P. 8.) whole of mankind. Malamud's stories cannot be classified as 
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tales of Jewish folklore; rather, they are stories which expres: i "He thought of the old girl now. He'd go home now and drape her 
outlook on life through the eyes of people who happen to be Jewi~,1 ► from head to foot in flowing white. They would jounce together 
This makes them delightful on two counts: Firs~, the~ est~b~ish up the stairs, then, strictly a one-marriage man, he would swing 
a universality of theme which provides for emotional 7dentificatio,{ her across the threshold, holding her where the fat overflowed 
and response; second, for those of us who are not Jewish, as well her corset as they waltzerl around his writing chamber." (Mala-
as for those who are, they express in a graphic way th7 though~s • mud, p. 72.) Mitka does not become cynical about the world; 
and emotions of the Jewish point of view •. As Earl Rovit ?uts it: I rather he pities the Olgas.and Madeleines in it. His acceptance 
"Malamud is .an expert at invoking the saving grace of Je':'ish ~umot;- of reality is probably what prompts Sam Bluefarb to state: ''Mal
the indefinable· quality of humanity which doggedly persi st s rn amud's characters are not so much objects of their own laughter 
twisting a smile even under the grip of total adversity; th e egoJ ··as of ours--and of our commiseration too." (Sam Bluefarb, "The 
tistical triumph of a mock humility which testifies unwa~eringly Scope of Caricature in Bernad Malamud," E J, 1964, LIII. P. 322.) 
to the essential dignity of being human in an inhuman universe." I --
(Rovit, p. 6.) However, besides using the rather twisted humor of irony and 

The most successful tec~niques used ~n c7eating a si~uati?n I caricature, Malamud also employs a fantastic humor in some of his 
in which man can laugh at himself, even if his greatest illusions.,.. stories, such as "The Jewbird" and "Angel Levine," which shows the 
in life are proven false, are that of irony and caricature. Mala.i absurdity of man's rejection of another man. By creating fantas
mud does not use caricature in a burlesque or slaps tick way, how~. tic characters, Malamud can express his judgments of the non-
ever. He uses it to provoke a smile that has sadness in it, or morality of men and still remain an artist rather than a preacher. 
a laugh that is a little rueful. Although Malamud'scaricatures For instance, in "The Jewbird" which is about a talking bird 
are humorous, they are not basically funny. They are used in named Schwartz, Malamud is able to make incisive remarks on man's 
close connection with his idea of hope for a better world. The < • inhumanity to man (in this case, as Schwartz says Anti-semeetes) 
caricatures are used to prevent an ironic view of life from becom-1 by letting the bird, rather than the human characters in the story 
ing a cynical view, even when the life one has dreamed of is being-;' make the judgments. The same is true of the story "Angel Levine," 
destroyed. This is true in .the story "The Girl of my Dreams." ,._ in which Manischevitz, who is caricatured as modern Job, at first 
Mitka, who is_Malamud's caricature.of the Poor Young Writer, ~as I rejects, then in desperation accepts the aid of Angel Levine, a 
just burned his heartbroken novel in the trash, much to the dis- huge Negro angel who lives in Harlem, and has recently become a 
tess of his landlady, who realizes that with the sacrifice of the I dis incarnated Jew. It is Manischevitz' fantastic conversion to 
novel also comes a rejection of her own advances toward the young faith in a Harlem honky-tonk which leads to his redemption and to 
writer. Mi tka becomes a hermit, only venturing out after mid- the solution of his problems. 
night for crackers, and tea and an occasional can of fruit. One ~• 
day after all his landlady's efforts to entice him out of the Through Malamud's use of humor, be it funny or wry, and through 
room have failed, Mitka reads the ino~ing paper, turning_ listless-.t his cha:acter d7velopment, ~e is able to ?iv 7 an insight into th 7 ly to the "open globe" column, to which he used to contribute, . . hope which remains for mankind. Whether it is the hope of becoming 
but which he now scorns being a True Artist. However, he is so •·1• a better person the hope of attaining the happiness one has a-
moved by the story of Madeleine Thorne that he writes her a waited for so l~ng, or the hope that· comes from an acceptance of 
letter of consolation. The story is that Madeleine's well-inten- j reality, it is expressed in a truly artistic rather than minister-
tioned landlady has cleaned her room and mistakenly burned the ial way. By creating situations and characters 1rom whom we can 
novel she has worked on for two years. Mitka immediately begins ' .feel both sympathy and empathy, Malamud expresses the bittersweet 
to conjure beautiful pictures of Madeleine, enhanced by the fem- attitude which should be the outlook of each of us: that a1though 
inity of her handwriting when she replies to his letter of con- life may sometimes be cruel, we must always maintain our integrity 
dolence. After the exchange of several letters Mitka insists on r)•as persons and our identity as individuals without becoming immer
a meeting with beautiful Madeleine. With great reluctan.ce she I sed in the emptiness of a bitter life. 
agrees to meet him in the public library. Mitka arrives at the • 
library, having been delayed by the entreaties of his landlady, d 
only to find that the beautiful, yo1:1ng Madeleine is a midd~e-aged~• 
dumpy woman named Olga. However, Mi tka does not leave unti 1 afte 
he and Olga have talked for a while. Although he knows they will t, 
never meet again and that his dreams have been destroyed, there \ 
is still an ironic note of hope as Mitka gains the encouragement"'/ 
to write again. There is a note of the acceptance of fate as 
Mitka, who is no longer the Poor Young Writer, but rather a young 
man aware of reality, decides what to do about his landlady; 
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"TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN; KEEP THIS N R-BOY RUNNING" 

by Ruth Danielson, Concordia College 

After the prologue to Invisible Man, in the first paragraph of 
chapter 1, appears this statement by the narrator: "I was looking 
for myself and asking everyone except myself questions which I, 
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and only I, could answer." (19) ~llustrates the ambiguity of the Negro world. The boys are 
,,. '.threatened if they cio watch the girl, and they are threatened if 

Ralph Ellison's ·Invisible Man is a novel of ambiguity, of run- ~hey don't •. They try to hi~e thems:lves or try to run away. The 
ning, of searching, and of not-seeing. The non-hero is invisibl ·pmage of the sensual dance 1s superimposed on the image of the 
because he has no identity; he does not know who he is. As he e.leering, grasping, drunken white men who watch the naked dancer 
from situation to situation, forced on by authority, he finds t~

1
1l'and taunt the boys• The dancer sees the horror of it and looks 

each new identity leads him back to confront once again the in- :\ at the white men with disgust. 
scription "To Whom It May Concern, Keep This N -Boy Running."' . . . 
(35) , , The experience of the battle royal itself 1s an experience 

lin ambiguity. The boys are blindfolded and are forced to fight 

The prologue of Invisible Man is unique. It isn't a prologue,each_other. Th7Y lose all sen7e o~ direction and all sense of 
at all. It is a part of the epilogue. The non-hero (so-called ~ork1ng as a_un1!• They are fighting ea~h oth 7r for no rea 7on 
because of his lack of identity) has experienced a number of ideif, instead of ~1g~h1:g.the ~ower and a1;1tho:1ty which have deprived 
tities and has discovered his invisibility. It is in this philo- them of their 1nd1v1dual1ty and their sight. 

After this brutal and humiliating ordeal the boy gives his 
speech. Blinded by his own blood and his still-intact illusions, 
he stumbles on. Although it is debatable how many of the men 

sophical-spiritual state of invisibility in which we first see "y 
him. He is in a cellar which has been shut off from the rest of 
the building since the nineteenth century. Because his faith in~ 
his reality has been shaken, he surrounds himself with 1,369 he · actually hear his speech, he manages to please them. As a reward 

for knowing his place, the prin~ipal gives him a calfskin brief
\case. In it is ~ scholarship to a Sou!hern Negro colle?e. Later 

light bulbs to illuminate his reality, to assure himself that 
really does exist. 

In the major portion of the novel the narrator relates the ),he dreams that _hi7 &:andfather tells h:m to open the briefcase 
experiences which have forced him into his cellar. These exper- ai:id read what is inside. Ins~ead of his coveted scholarship he 
iences are steps in the process of stripping the non-hero of alF finds a:1 en?raved documen~ which says, "To Whom It May Concern, 
his illusions. Only then can he finally realize that he is his I Keep This N -Boy Runm.ng •" (35) 
experiences and his experiences are what define him. ; -· . : . I Our non-hero gratefully accepts his scholarsip and goes to 

When th 7 non-hero. is a very young boy~ he receives s?me . coHege with a head full of dreams and aspirations. Through his 
strange a?,v1ce from his grandfath~r. A7 his. grandfather_ is dying, scholarship he feels that he has. gained an identity. He identi
h: says! I want you to overcome em with yeses, undermine 'em r fies with his college and finds his ideal in Dr. Bledsoe. 
with grins, agree 'em to death and destruction let 'em swoller 
you till they vomit or bust wide open." (19-20)' Basically the : . However, th: boy is blindfold~dby Dr. Bledsoe just as he was 
Negro community knows that this is the way to maintain themselveslblindfolded durmg the battle royal. Dr. Bledsoe allows people 
within the white hierarchy, but to actually articulate the idea •·j>to see only what h7 wants them to see. He knows all of the ins 
~as_tab?o. The boy is haunted by this advice. He puzzles over , and ?uts of the wh1te~orld. He knows whose hand to shake, whose 
1 t 1n lus ce. llar. He decides that his. grandfather had mean. t say-I to kiss, and whose to ignore completely. Dr. Bledsoe may not 
ing "yes" to a principle rather than to men. All men have this. have self-respect, but he does have power and is intent upon 
principle within them. Since the narrator realizes this, he see! keeping it. 
his resp?nsibility fo7 a~firming_ ra!h 7r th~n negating it. The , During his junior year at college, the narrator is given the 
adversaries of the principle of 1nd1v1dual1sm would eventually )task of driving for one of the trustees of the college--a Mr. 
destroy themselves. .,

1
,Nortoi:i--during a week of special ceremonies to commemorate the 

As a boy the narrator is a model Negro student. At his high , f?unding of 7he coHege. Unfortunately, through no intention of 
school_gr~duation he gives a properly humble speech which pleases 1h1s. ?wn, he is force~to driv 7 Mr. Norton out of the "whitewashed" 
the principal very much. He asks the narrator to repeat the I section of town and into forbidden areas. After a trying en-
speech at a smoker which will be attended by all of the town's ),counter with a Negro sharecropper named Jim Trueblood, Mr. 
leading citizens. First, however, he is forced to fight in a lNorton finds himself in urgent need of a stimulant. Consequently 
battle roya~ with several other Negro boys. Because of his idea1 1the_narrator and Mr. Norton find themselves in a prostitute-in
and accomplishments he had never associated with these boys in ~ h~b1ted roadhouse named the Golden Day. When they arrive, they 
the past. He feels superior to them, and they are aware of it. !find thes~ell~hocked veterans from a nearby institution visiting 

As a preliminary to the battle royal the boys must watch a 
sensuous blond nude who is dancing at the smoker. This scene 
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the establishment. Ironically, the boy is blind and Mr. Norton 

I is blind, but a s_hell-shocked "doctor" has 20-20 vision. He makes 
two very perceptive comments. One to Mr. Norton, speaking of 
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the narrator: "He's invisible, a walking personification of the _;J Next he is passed on to Lucius Brockway whose workshop is the 

Negative, the most perfect achievement ·of your dreams, sir! The '1cellar of Liberty Paints. He is the symbol of the black base upon 

mechanical man!" (86) To both Mr. Norton and the boy: "Poor which our nation's industry is built. He is hidden in a cellar and 

stumblers, neither of you can see the other." (87) lfet he is the one who makes the base for all of the paint produced 

N 11 D Bl d , 1 h b h f h" <,py Liberty Paints. He knows every inch of his cellar and, like 
atura Y r. e soe cant to erate sue_ a re~c O w ite- Dr. Bledsoe, he guards it jealously. Fearing that the narrator is 

~ash. Mr. Norton had been allowed to see things which he, was not a union "fink, 11 he provokes him into a fight., During the scuffle, 

~u~posed to see. The boy b7come7 a threat to Dr. Bledsoe s au th - they forget about checking the pressure gauges on the vats and 

ori ty.. Dr. Bledsoe calls. him "N ' and. says "I' 11 _ hav 7 e:'ery ~., '!!here is an explosion. 
Negro in the country hanging by treelimbs in the ·morning if it 

means staying where I am." (128) He doesn't hang our ·non-hero , The narrator is then taken to the factory hospital. Here, in a 

from a tree}imb, but_he
11
neatly d~spose7 of ~im. He gives him !eni'science-fiction setting, he achieves a rebirth. When doctors ask 

letters of introducti?n to put into his briefcase and sends him J hiin who he is, he finally realizes that he has no name. He has 

to New '.or~. The boy is forcedt~ leave th e college th at has edu- no identity and must search for himself. As he is being released 

cated him in the myths of the blind Rev. Barbee. -'-Irom the shock-giving apparatus, the doctor cuts an electric cord 

The narrator is still blind when he leaves college, but one to his stomach node, and heis born again. 

of his illusions has been shattered. He knows now that there is I• 
no such thing as racial unity upon whii:::h he can rely. His idol, . After leaving the hospital, our non-hero faints on the side-

Dr. Bledsoe, who symbolizes· intellect, wealth, power, and every- walk and is taken over by a good-hearted woman named Mary. She 

thing else our non"'hero desires~ has called him "N " He has 1 j.s a firm believer in "the race" and becomes a force pressing a 

said, "You don't e.xist--can't you see that?" . .(128) • new identity upon him. She sees him as a great leader of "the 

The narrator puts his college identity into his briefcase to->Jace." She doesn't see him as an individual. He has to leave 

gether with the ten letters of "introduction" and boards a bus her because she is smothering him with her love of "the race." 

bound for a new identity in New York. On the bus, much to his JHways in his mind are the questions "Who was I, how had I come to 

distress, he meets the shell-shoi:::ked "doctor" of the Golden Day ,Be?" Mary's silent pressure, combined with these questions, pushes 

episode. Again the boy is confronted with his invisibility but 'him out into the street. 

fails to see it. "You're hidden right out in the open--that is, 
you would be if you only realized it. They wouldn't see you be
cause they don't expect you to know anything, since they believe 
they've taken care of that." (137) 

The narrator walks the straets for several hours. In the 
course of his wanderings he comes upon the scene of an eviction. 

'•A crowd has gathered to watch. Everyone is indignant, but no one 
acts. The narrator's old love of making speeches combines with the 
~motions of the situation, and he jumps up on the steps to speak. 

Little by little, New York proves to be an enlightening ex-
perience. After nine unsuccessful attempts at jobs through his ,JJ]ie force of his words moves the crowd to action. As pol~cemen_ 

letters, the narrator arrives at Mr. Emerson's office. Mr. E er come, the non-hero runs, but this speech has already provided him 
. m - iwi th· a source for another identity. 

son's son reveals to him the true contents of the letters. They 
tell of his disgracing the college and specifically state that Brother Jack has been watching the narrator harangue the crowd. 

no help is to be given to him. This new treachery on the part of~ iepresenting an organization called the Brotherhood, Brother Jack 

Dr. Bledsoe disillusions our non-hero even more. He begins to sees potential in the young man. The need for money and the need 

see a little more: "Everyone seemed to have some plan for me and 'for an identity lead hiin to accept the opportunity proffered by 

beneath that some more secret plan." (170) For his race and for ~ 1~rother Jack. He is even_ given a new name by the organization. 

himself he thinks of killing Dr. Bledsoe. Only later. does he It is never disclosed because it is merely a name written on a 

develop an identity divorced from his race. ._piece of paper. 

. The young man throws himself whole-heartedly into his activi-

Mr. Emerson's son sends the narrator to Liberty ;,arnts wher 7 '(1:ies. -~e ch~fes ~ little under the rigid i~eological_system, but 

he get~ a j~b. Firs!, h~ encounter 7 Mr •. Kimbro ~ho /ee~s Am7ric~J.lle rationalizes it as necessary for effective operation. Even 

Pure With Li~ert~ Parnts !hrough his pride and J Of Op!ic Whi !e • /•when the Brotherhood decides that he is becoming too dangerous in 

The non-hero s first task is to doctor up some Optic White (which lttarlem and moves him downtown to lecture on women's rights, he 

is destin 7d ~or a i:iat~ona~ monument) by s~irring in ten drops of "iJccepts it. He doesn't know it, but they see in him the beginnings 

a black liquid until it disappears. By mistake he adds ten drops {of an individual. He doesn't realize that he ispotentially unsafe. 

of co~centrated remover. Unwittingly he has sabotaged the "nation He decides to consider the new appointment a challenge to be ac-

al whitewash." cepted and overcome. 
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Suddenly the narrator finds himself back in Harlem. He has *-struction of those who would destroy the principle of individ

become an outsider, but he sees an opportunity in Brother Clifto1{'i!lity. 
death to regain the people's confidence. He organizes a funeral • 
and involves the entire community. Again the Brotherhood tries tel 1' Invisible Man is written in Ellison's personal idiom of bur-

discipline him. He is called a "petty individualist." (437) _ 1esque, distortion and fantasy; it is highly imaginative and quite 

Brother Jack tells him "You were not hired to think." (361) "',;riealistic in effect. According to Robert Bone in his book 

,, ~ Negro Novel in America, this idiom enables Ellison to success-
Now the narrator reallr begins to se 7. H7 rea~izes that the ~lly provelus reality. Bone says, "Invisible Man, then, is a 

Brotherhood does not see him. He has no identity with them. He ..,.,.)tibborn affirmation of the worth and dignity of the individual 

is merely obeying authority. Jack is blind. He probably sees :n the face of forces which conspire to render him invisible." 
more through his glass eye than through his real one. He, too, .is 
blindly obeying authority. None of the brothers has an identity. t 
They are just names written on slips of paper. 

Again the narrator ends up on the streets. During his life \,1 
with the Brotherhood, he has had several conflicts with a radical 
Black Nationalist called Ras the Exhorter. Now he finds it neces~ • • 
sary to effect a disguise for safety. A pair of dark green sun
glasses and a broad-rimmed hat hide him from sight. 

Ironically, this attempt to hide his identity forces another f· ~ 

identity upon the non-hero. He looks like a certain Rinehart who 
seems to have the characteristics of a chameleon. He is a dif
ferent person for everyone he meets. Rinehart is a minister, a 
numbers runner, a gambler, a lover. Rinehart is a rounder. Our • 1 

non-hero begins to seethe absurdity of this world which accepts 
all the Rineharts and Dr. Bledsoes and Brother Jacks. He sees 
"whites escaping blackness and becoming blacker; blacks striving 
for whiteness and becoming duU gray." (45>9) 

The last experience before he takes up his life in the cellar .• • 
is a race riot analogous to the Harlem race riot of August, 1943. 

In the crush of men the narrator's sunglasses (which were in his 
briefcase) are broken. He is left without a disguise. First he . , 
is pursued by Ras. Having eluded him, he is th.en pursued by a ' f · 
group of young whites. In the darkness he cannot see where he is . 
running and falls into an open manhole. In order to find his way 
thr~ugh this new blackness, he is forced to burn all of the_ paper~, 
in his briefcase. His scholarship, his Brotherhood name, and all 
the other papers connecting him with his past experiences are ,, 
destroyed. 

In time sequence the prologue fits here. It is at this point~ • 
that the narrator establishes himself in the cellar with his 
1,369 light bulbs. After thinking about his identity and his in-
visibility, our non-hero now decides to take his grandfather's ,, 
advice and act. His hibernation underground has oeen a prepara
tion for action. He sees the "possibility that even an invisible X 
man has a socially responsible role to play." (303) He is making ( • 
plans and looking forward to coming out of his cellar. He is " 1 1 . 

going to affirm the principle. His knowledge of his invisibility j 
frees him from the necessity for running. He has destroyed the 
briefcase and all of its "identities." He is free to aid in the 
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